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CHAPTER I

BACk:GROUND.A7D INTRODUCTION

1. The Problem: Contenoorary
Indian-White Relatiwas

There is scarcely a major issue of policy in the
United States that has not been involved in the rela-
tionsIzips of Indians and whites. Questions of uni-
versal citizenship and franchise; of land use and
conservation; of the 'melting pot' versus pluralism;
of prejudice, discrimination, and segregation; of
colonialism; of separation of church and state; of
private property and communal property; and of the
extent and nature of government responsibility for
education--to mention several basic issucs--have all
involved policy questions concerning Indians.1

Rather little docilmentation is needed to support

the contention that there is a need to hotter understand

the relations between Indian and white Americans. If any-

thing, the amount of potential interaction between Amerinds

and whites will increase simply on the basis of an American

Indian birth rate two times greater than the American popu-

lation as a whole. 2 Indians are by no means a dying race;

1Geerge SiMpson and J. Milton Yincer,- in The
Annals of the 'American Academy of Political and Sociaf-
Stiences,Vol.311: (May 1957), p. vii.

2"The Indian birth rate is high. In 1959 there were
41.4 Indian live births for each 1,000 of the population
for,,the-twenty-four:fede:z'al reservation states, which is
almost .tWice .the .rate :Of the country as a.whole (24.1); and
:the. 41.4 may be too-low because many-Indians view the birth
or- deb.th of. a child .as a personal matter which needs no



nor are they, for the most uart, posse,isors of dying cul-

tures. The rdservation system has, for the foreseeable

future, guaranteed the latter fact. American Indians

socialized in their unique sub-cultures and white Americans

socialized in the culture of the majority, group will

.inevitably engage in inter-group relations for many years

tO Come. In the context of the reservation living :05: most

imerican Indians, Blumer comments on he -knowledge we now

have of Indian-white relat3nns0

_This removal of Indians from direct participation
in the life of the surrounding white society has
imparted a distinctive character to the kind of
studies made of native Indip.n groups. Such studies
have been predominantly in the form of ethnological
monographs on separate Indian tribes. While much
attention has been given to the incarToration of
white cultural traits into native cultures this
anthropological literature largely ignores any treat-
ment of the association of Indians with whites. Until
very recently, the 13roblem of incorporating Indians
into the surrounding white society was meaningless,
there is, therefore, a paucity of literature on the 3

relations implied by this latter type of association.

Given this state of affairs, research on a specific

case of Indian-white relations was deemed relevant and of

potential value. With these factors in mind the goals of

this study are:

1. To r test empirical y hypotheses formulated from

at 3_32,397. 1966 it was 508,675. This represents a
5,3...0%.:Increase::whilethe increase for the United States
asa Whol6:for*that pericdrwas-110','286,740 to 158 .,454,956,

1960,_Genera1 Cllaratteristics o,f
'the PObuJati-on .Y1.9.0i

hnctoI

n D C 3c)63 rp 114.5.)- -I
3
Herbert'Blumer, H.United States ofAmerica,!!

Research.On RelatiOns(P.arish: UNBSCO, 1966) f
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an existing bcdy of inter-group relations

theory and research.

. 2. To decrEbe ond explore a particular case of

racial-ethnic relations--the relations between'

the predominantly white population of Princeton

and the predominantly Indian population of

Indian Township, Maine.

The ?ocal Point of the Research--,

Soc;i.al Distance
.1

Robert.E.-.11,e1217: explained his canception of the term

:!;ocial distance in 1924.

The conceDt CI 'distance' as applied to human,
as distinct from spacial relations, has come Into
use among sociologists, in an attempt to reduce to
something like nee.surable tems the grades and
degrees of understandinc, and intimacy which character-
ize personal and social relations generally. . .The point is that we are clearly conscious, in all ourpersonal relationships, of degree of intimacy. .The terms 'race consciousness' and 'class conscious-
ness', with which most of us are familiar, describe
a state of mind in which we become, often suddenly
and unexpectedly conscious of the distances that
separate us from classes and races whom we do not
fully understand.4

Throughout this study the term social distance
refers to the degree of understanding and intimacy which
chc,racterizespersonal

the concept of social distance as used in this research

and social relations. The utility

Robert B.- Park"The Concept of Social. Distance,"
of :.1..ID!.1Jj-e0. sodi6164y,-NaIx

(LTuIyAugust, 1924),-3397: fi;i0-77.



in based on two qualities. (1) It maybe treatd as a

continuum
along.which one can relate degrees of the social

distancephenomenon.
"The value of the oncept of social

etif3tia1Ce . lies in the way in which it enables the

research worker to

to conceptualize it

vented for detailed

evaluate the-extent of discrimination and

as a conti-iium."5 (2) It can be seg-

analysis. Pealizing that the degree of

soc5a1 distance (intimacy and unEma-candt.ng) mav be a protiltv-t

of different 'and, perhaps', confli.,=± coa-inonents,

.secmfrnitful to.analyze the various:::.-factors which

it vroula

contribute

to the distance independently and try-to devise scales for

each of them.

Taking these two factors Snto consideration, social

distance in this study is broken 'down into three levels of

malysis:

a. Perceived sodb-economic status

b. Attitudes of preference for association

.c. Contact (frequency and intimacy of inter-

action between members of groups)
6.

These three analytical levels are taken to be the sisnificant

ccwponents of social distance. Measuring tools to quantify

5'Michael Banton Race Relations (New York: Basic.
POOkS, 1967), p. 315.

Zeasuring tools (a) and (b) were developed in
Guichi, hasuoka, "Race Attitudes of the Japanese People in

(unpublished Master's thesis, University of
19:i)) Tools (a) and (b) were appronriated from Easuoka,

(c) beina f5rst used as an index of social distance, in
V:-edorick Samuels, "The Effect of Social Mobility on Social

nce: Some Changes in the Rac:c Attitudes of Yonolulu's
(ungublished Masterus thesis, University of

a:ztaii, 1963).



r.aeil of these three levels of distance exhibited in a popu-

lation ere designed to be compared and ultimately consoli-
.

eated into a total indication of social distance.

The theoretical origins for this analytical division

pre found

judice4
7

in Bernard Kramer's three orientat is of pre-

In aP admittedly general way these orientations

(cOgnitive, emotional, and action) correspon,_ to.the aevels

of social distance analyzed and interpreted in the study.

(----i-Perceived
Xasuoka,'314

Samue3s Preference

1....
'63

SE .

for Associati_cr,

Cognitive

IL"wmotional Kramer,

Action

Hubert M. Blalock, in a recent book entitled Toward

P. Theory of Minorift_v-Gajoup_RelEltions, adds further support

for this analytical configuration in an appenaix "On Race

versus Class Prejudice".

'49

In summary, I have in effect divided total pre-
judice into three components. The res-oondent's total
prejudice score (as measured by social distance
towards Neg-eoes) may be high for any combination of
three reasons: (1) he perceives Negroes to have
very low status, (2) he strongly prefers whites to
Negroes of comparable general status, or (3) he tends
generally to reject persons with lower status than his
own.8

Operational definitionb for the three components of

rocial distance employed in this study will be explained

in Chapter Pour on Methodology and.Chapter Five on the

Research Findings.

7 -

Bernard M, KraMer, "Dimensions of Prejudice,"
11,pl_trnal of:PsyChology,'XXVII (August, 1949), 389451.

8
Huber.t E. B17,ock, Jr., Toward a Theory of Minority-c-0,--lations (New York: Wiley, 19:57), p. 2034
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3. The...ScSting

In Washington County, Maine lies the easternmost

point of land in the United Si---Ites. The county is large--

2 628 square milesmaking it as big as Delaware and Rhode

Island combined. The natural environment is best charactr-r-

ized by noting that 85 percent of the county's surface is

woodland, 8 percent lakes, 4 percent bogs and swamps, and

3 percent cropland and pasture. Within this overwhelming17

rural area live 32,908 people re.siding in 44 towns and two

cities, the largest of which is Calais on the St. Croix

River (pop. 4 100).

Twenty miles north of Calais on Route 1, the major

highway connecting the County's greatest concentrations of

people, lies the town of Princeton. The country surround-

ing Princeton is rural woodlands with the town itself

directly adjacent to the St. Croix River system on the

juncture of Lewey Lake and the basin feeding the St. Croix.

Upon crossing the head of the basin on a short cement briCge

one anters Indian Township, the hone of a portion of the

Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians. (See Map 1)

The Combinef. total of the populations of Princeton

and Indian rvownshiP is 1,-050. The entire population of

Princeton (829) is white.
10 Although there is a small

9 "Washington County, Maine," a brochure published
by the Washjngton County Board of Commissioners (Calais,
Maine: The Calais Advertiser Press, c. 1968), p. 1.

10U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population:
19..60, Vol. 1, Characteristics of the PoPulation, Part 21
Maine (Washington, D.C., 1963), p. 54.
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number of whites living in Indian Township, most of Its

ro5idents aro the 221 members of the Passameauoddy Tribe.

;:ccording to the Tribal Census of .1967, there are an addi-

tiohal 109 absentee members of the Tribe who are froth

Indian Township--thus placing total Tribal membership at

.330.
11

area

8

The bulk of Princeton's population lives in a core

only about one mile in diameter centering about one-

civhty of a mile south from the cement bridge. Rs for

Indian Township, about 12 or 15 families live along Leey

Lake on a quarter mile stretch of Route 1 immediately alter

crossing the bridge from Princeton. This area is locally

known as the "Stripe .

lives in a tightly clustered settlement called Peter Dann

Voint which extends into Big Lake. The "Point" is approlci-

vately seven miles fron Princeton via paved road.

The rest of the Indian population

4. pescription of the Populations

Table 1 describes the age distributions of Prince-

ton and the Indian population of Indian Township. It is of

rartidular importance to note that

ropulation is under the age of 35,

are under 35.

11Census

Toonsnip,

53 percent of Princeton's

while 77 percent of the.

of the PassaMaUodetv Tr_;Lbe of In.dians of,
compiled .by the TiTipal Census Committee,-
ilainet as of JanUary 1, 1967.
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THE 2!:b1:; DISTRIBUTIO17S OF PRINCli:TON AND IODIZ,U
TOWNSHIP, PERCENT 02 THE

TOML POPULATIONS

......+

Under 5-14 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 Over Total
5 65

Princeton 9.8 21.1 12.8 8.8 13.5 13.1 9.8 11.1 829

Indian
Township 18.6 28.9 15.4 13.6 5.4 8.6 5.9 3.6 221

aData are

.41

coLipiled from the U.S..,Census: 1960; and,
Censvs of the passamoddy T1-ibe, 1967.

Table 2 compares the education of the two populations.

These data were computed from a sample of 330 persons from.

Princeton and 64 persons from Indian Township wIlo were in-

terviewed as part of a survey describing manpower resources

in Washington County. 12 While 797 percent of Indians in-

terviewed had only an eighth grade education or less, only

19.7 percent of the whites interviewed fell into this

category.

12.-17,7tDpowe:!-_-- Resources in Washinc-ton County' Maine, Mzine
,Lziployinent.,.;ecuiaticommission (?mgusta, Naine: 196-6).



EDUCATION OF ADULTS SURVEYED ILT. PRINCETON AND
INDIAN TOUNSHIP: llPOWER RESOUIICES, 1966 a

,11. vi ....11

Years of School Completed
Over

1-4 5-7 8 9-11 12 1 2 3 A 4 Total

P7-inceton.

Male 5 33 46 63 4 5

Female 1

Total 1

of Total .3

-Tounshiu

Male 2

Female 1

Total 3

% of Total 4.7

7 19 47 78 5 5 4 2

12 52 93 141 9 10 4 8

3.6 15.8 28.2 42.7 2.7 3.0 1.2 2.4

4 19 6

.9

13 35 8 5

20.3 54.7 12.5 7.8

16 2 3

Me. *Oa 6 ....MI

: 162

168

99.9

33

31

64

100.0

a-Manpower Resources in.Washington County Maine,
Maine Employment Security Commission, Augusta, Maine: 1966.

.5.. Economic Statistics

As of 1965 the unemployment rate in Washington County

Was 110 percent. 13 Although no ptati tics ezast for the

tolni.of.Princeton, there iSno reason tobelieve the average

-annual rate. VarIes.Much from that for' the County. As for-

13Xbid ,



the Indian labor force, of employable Indians 90 pel-cent do

not have-permanent year round jobs. lA These indications be-

celac More significant when compared to the national unem-

ployment rate which in June 1968 was 3.5 pel:cent.15

In order to get some perspective on the economic

situation faced by whites and Indians alike in Washington

County, the following assessment is presented.

In 1960, 42% of the families in Washington
County had annual incomes of under $3,000. Unem-
ployment is higher in Maine than it is in the
nation as a whole: 6.4% to 5.1%. . . . In Washing-
ton County, the unemployment rate in 1960 was 16.5%.
The non-white population of Maine (other than
Negroes) is mainly rural and this means that it is
mainly Indian, thSs is particularly true of Washing-
ton County. Rural, non-farm, non-whites (other
than Negroes) in the State as a whole have 87.8%
of their number earning less than $3,000 a year.
The averacce for all rural non-farm workers is 64.0%
and, for workers of all kinds, it is 61.2%. .16

Although these figures give indications, it is note:-

vox-thy that they are based on 1960 data and are subject to

revision allowing for economic improvement since then,

e.g., the 1960 unemployment rate for the County is 16.5 per-

cent as opposed to a 1965 rate of 11.0 percent. On the

other hand, they are the most recent figures available and

14Andrea Schermer, "Maine's Stepchildren," Bostop
alii:Globe (November 19, 1967). This percentage ec7Elmate
was confirmed by Commissioner Edward C. Hinckley, Maine
Dopartment of Indian Affairs.

15Emolevpent and Earnings end Monthly Renort on the
ITI?pr Farce, U.S. Department oa: Labor (June 1968), p. 4.

16Indian TownshiTD Summer prolf.ct--1967, ed. George H.
L=LPorte, relDort to the Unitarian Universalist Servicecomittee, Inc., 1967.

20
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3, 2

v.-.2la seem to retain their comparative value, although they

r:-'y not he exactiv accurate in absolute terms.

By a great margin the largest.employer in t:he area

the Georgia-Pacific paper mill in Woodland around-seven*

south of Princetop. It employs an average of 1,050

in the mill offices, and subsidiaries, plus an addi-

tionr.1 700 who depend on the mill for wood sales, contract

tul* hauling, and the like. 17 No other industry remotely

,roaches Georgia-Pacific in its effect on the economy ox

Irinceton.

No manufacturing firla in Princeton or Indian Town-

: ip czaploys more.than twenty-five persons. The ouoddy

(white-owned) in Princeton is variously known

"T117.! Poverty Factory" or "Starvation Nill" by those who

one(' worked there but have found more lucrative jobs at
-

cc-orci-Pacific. The role of seasonal employment is great

in both the Indian and white communities. There are five

t-Patdoov sporting camps all owned by whites, to in Prince-

ton and three on the "Strip" In Indian Township. There is a

c::-pinu ground on Indian Township run jointly by the Maine

ret.oni Service, the University'or Maine, and the Passama-
'-ecly Tribe. White and Indian guides work through the

hing arid hunting seascns, but are often unemployed "out

17
"Trees and Paper " information brochure publishedCcorgia-Pacific Company (Woodland, Maine, c. 1968).



r ,Cvsorl" . A number of Indians work for the State on the

3-3

';'ewnqhip
providing-municipal services (garbage collection,

!:c,trage plant operation, etc.) while some others are in the

tels employ cutting firewood for the needy members' of

thc. Tribe. Finally, potato-picking and blueberry-picking

1.r0vide seasonal migratory employment for the Indians who

-travel to the picking areas in groups during the proper

-

As for goods and services available in Princeton,

there are two grocery stores, two dry goods stores uhich

stock some groceries, two barber shops, a motor cycle dealer,

r. chain saw shop, a laundrouat, a small textile shop, a

r4la1l ice cream stand, three service stations and several

(-)5; pumps in front of the other stores. The town=aso has

is.n insurance agency, a post office and a one-room library.

):er.t of the Indians from the Township shop for groceries

zd day-to-day items in Princeton. The only business on

the Township run by an Indian is a candy shop which opens

csnd closes periodically depending on whether its owner is

currently working in the woods or not. Indian

hz,.nd made and sold along the roadside, were a
,

at;recently zs a vear or.two ago. At present no Indian

crefts are made or sol.d due to loW demand and the'minimal

.ttl.rn the work:brings. There is a movie theater (open

crafts,

minor industry

vcr:v occasionally) and a combination car dealer-garage

011Posite the ustrip on the Township, but these are owned

rtrld operated by whites.
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The residents of both Princeton and Indian Town-

ship must go.to either Woodland or Calais for prescription

medicines, clothing, household appliances, banking services,

rEidical-servicess and any major purchases.

6. Social Organizations

Princeton has two churches: the Congregational and

the Baptist. Both have a membership of between 115 and 125

families, and both are entirely white in membership. There

Is a Catholic mission church at Peter Dana Point with a

full-time pastor from the Portland diocese residing at the

rectory on the Point. In addition, there are Catholic ser-

vices held in an old school house on the "Strip" every Sun-

day. The Indian population is 100% Catholic, although not

all Passamaquoddy participate in worship and church activi-

ties. There are a few Catholic families in Princeton, E.orze

of which go to the Catholic church in Woodland, while others

attend the mission on the "Strip".

In both communities clubs and social get-togethers

are almost exclusively oriented around the churches. For

this reason most activities of this sort are segregated alorg

both religious and racial lines. A significant "break-

through" in this area was taking place in the last two

weeks of June 1968 in the form of a vacation school co-

sponsored by the Congregational and Catholic churches.

-.During this.time'Indian and white children got together for

supervised gameS and nature
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Probably the most important avenue of informal social

relations between Indians and whites is through the summer

baseball league. The men of the Tribe have a team which

generally 1:)ractices every evening &round si,c o'clOck'and

plays league games on Sunday afternoons. Princeton does net

haVe a team. The Passamaquoddy play teams from other towns

and Indian reservations in the alrea. When they play home

'games, a few whites from Princeton usually travel to the

Point to watch along with many spectaters from the Tribe.

7. Political Relat5ons

Princeton was incorporated as a tolm in 1839- It

is durrently governed by three selectmen who meet weekly to

conduct the Town's burAness. In addition, there is a Uown

Clerk who handles day-to,day affairs. Princeton 11,?s its

own elementary school (grades 1-8), and up until 19:-C had

its own high school. Beginning in the fall semester of

1968 Princeton high school students will go to a consclid-=td

high school in Woodland. All municipal services for Prince-

ton's residents are the responsibility of their Town

Government.

The designation "Towns:hip" I

.geographical. The governing body for

Township is the Passamaquoddy Tribe.

for the most part,

the Indians on the

:The officers of.the

Tribeincluda the Tribal Governer, b. Lieutenant Governor,'

and sire.- Tribal Councilmen all of whom are elected biennially.

:Ail of these offiCerS are members el the Passamaquoddy
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Tribe, Indian Township. These Indians, and the other two-

thirds or thelr Tribe which lives on another reservation 40

miles away on pleasant Point in Eastport, llaine, sharesa

non-voting representative to the Maine State Legislature.

This representative is elected from each reservation al-

ternately each biennium.

The roads in Indian Township are part of the State

highway system and are, therefore, maintained by the State.

Other municipal services such as garbage collection, sewage,

-and water are provided by the State. The State, in addition,

assumes full responsibility for -1-:F) education of Passama-

quoddy children. There is a schal on Peter Dana Point main-

i-ained by the State but taught 1.72/ three Si-sters of M rcy

from the Diocese of Portland. -rn-lt-ans who go to hicih school

have, for the most part, gone tn Mrinceton. Due to the

aforementioned consolidation they will attend high school

in Woodland in 196S. All high school and college tuition

is provided by the State. Thus, the responsibilities of the

Tribe are mostly limited to an annual census and the appoint-

-went of law enforcement constables.

As for enforcement, Princeton'has a she-ciffs

deputy residin ii the_to:11-;. State police periodically

.pass-hrough the town as Part of their:patrol of route 1.

On the Township there i- an Indian constable and his 1e77utv

who live at Peter Dana Point. They are =.empowered to

enfOrce state laWs on the Township.



Whel-eas Princeton has a rather loose, indirect re-

1ationsh3p with the State government, the Passamaczuoddy

Tribe has a close, direct connection. The

person of an Indian Development Specialist

by Indians and whi,tes.as the Indian Agent)

liaison, in the

(commonly known

, has an office

17

in Calais which:serves both the Pleasant Point and Indian

-Township ,reservations. Through direct contact with. the

Indian:Agent,:the members of the Tribe get foOd and clothing
13

allowances, mediCaI Scrvices,and.other reattests for aid.

All residents of Maine, Indian and white, may benfit

from the following health and welfare services if eligible:

the Social Security Act (and related Federal Programs), Aid

to Dependent Children, Old Age assistance, Aid to the Disabled,

Aid to the Blind. Indians on the Tow:,...ship benefit from

these additional programs and services:

A Surplus Food Program throuoh the U.S. Department
of Agriculture;

A Community Action Program (including.a summer
Youth Corps project) sponsored by the Federal
Government;

A Head Start Program sponsored by the
Government;

Two VISTA volunteers;

Federal

18The exact manner in which much of this aid is dis-
.

penSed is significant. AssuMe that Jila,Tomah passama-

quciddy) goes tothe IG27). supermarket in princeton to buy some

groceries -He.-fills his cart and goes to the cashier;. the

groceries add up to $5.00. The clerk then calls.the Indian

Agent's officeto as1.1._if he may charge the office for Jim's

-order.-. The-response of the Indian Agent, by his own ad-:
meils qUite arbitrary. Most of the time.such a

.:reauest is granted,i:.
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Health and welfare services provided by the
Portland Diocese of the Catholic Church; .

supmer remedial elducation project variously
s-Ponsored by private funds and the Unitarian
UniverSalist Servic:e Committee.

8. A Brief :History oE the Area

Formerly Township No. 17, Princeton ums settled in

1815 by lAbses Bonney and incorporated on February 3, 1832.

over the years tt.he economy of the town has rested heavily on

the fortaknes of the wood cutting and pulp industries. The

-town has never gone through any sort of econT:DmiJc boom,

although, on the other hand), older residents today cmn

vividly recount the misers.r they felt through the derl=ession

of the 2930.s. The population statistics cver the.past

sixty years (Table 3) indicate relative stability w:..:th some

decline, particularly since 1940. This is in pzirt due to

greater mobility and the desire on the part of Princeton's

younger population to seek work in other parts oE Maine or

in other states to the south.

,Relatively little is known about the history of the

'Passamaquoddy Tribe on Indian Township. The settlement. Of

.13:Lg Lake was reportedly established in 1850 by Peter Dana,

a Passamaciuoddy Indian, and. a Eew.other Indian families. A

year.'after.the:Point was.settled:the first Catholic mission

was built.
19 The particUlar site was chosen* according to

Maine:
71-Bruce W..Belmore, Early Princeton Maine (Portland*
The Southworth-Anthoensen Press* 1947), p. 47.
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stories told by contemporary Indians, because the water

which forms a icley on the east side of thc _Point never freezes

in the winttar.due to the current which coDustantly moves

througn it. The "old" Indians were thus able to fish 7.7-er

round from:their canoes in the Ea.:esh watter bay.

The.Indian population of-Indian Tuwnship has

steadily since records were first kept (althou4acreased many,

of the records are somewhat questionable) and it is increas-

ing today. The figures in Tab.J.e 3 reflec.fi: the presencze ,of a

small number of whites in the Township (20 In 1960), .but

the increases are overwhelmingly due to e:pansion of -tb

Indian pol:;ulatiOn. This trend corresponds to the overmil

increase in Maine's Indian population by 136% (798 to 1,879)

between 1900 and 1960 according to United States Census

data over those years.

TABLE 3

POPULATIONS 07 PRINCETON AND INDIAN TOWNSHIP
MAINE, 1900 to 1960a

Princeton

Indian
Township

1900 1910

1 094 1 091

87 94

3,p2o 1930 1940 1950 1960

934 .984 1,009 865 829

136
a

154 195 221 259

.1,Data comoiled from p.s. Census: 1960 and the Maine
Register State Year-Book and LeaLslative Manual, 1967.
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Pinaaly, of soMe importance to understanding the con-

tempormay llfe--style and motivations of the Passamaquoddy

IndImms 1.--3 the nature of their culture prior to white con-

ta=t :amd: subsequent domination. The semi-nomadic way of

life described below has some learing'on current preferences

and hmbits which are discussed in later chapters.

imelaan bands in Maine normally moved several
timms each year in response to available food sup-
pal,es. Each sprina they fished the rivers for ale-
wives, shad, and salmon and planted corn, sauash,
bemns and other vegetables in selected spots on
th river banks. In June their camp sites were
moved to the seashore where they caught porpoise
and seal to provide oil and skins, hunted eggs
and the young of sea birds, gathered clams and
lobJters, of which part were dried for winter food.
The frosts of September called the Indians to ha2:-
vest the crops previously planted on the river
banks. With harvesting done, October found them
farther upstream, prowling the deep forests for
game. According to t:cadition, a two-wecas thanks-
giving least, late in the fall but before mid-
December, featuring turkey, cranberries, and Indian
pudding, has its modern Thanksgiving Day counter-
part. Winter snows marked another nerlod in the
big woods hunting moose and trapping smaller game.
Before the ice went out of the rivers, a slpring
catch of otter and beaver had to be made. When
the rivers became ice-free, muskrat trapping
called and canoes were again used to fish the
rivers, and for the return to the downstream river
lands for another spring planting.2°

20"Indians of Maine," prepared by the State
Department of Economic Development, et. al. (1968).



CHAPTER II
.. -

HISTORICAL PEASPECTIVE

Overview of Indian-Ilhite Relations
in the United States

In attempts to explain the origins of particula::

of intergroup relations some theorists 'Jaye tend

te f-acus on the circumstances of the Initial contact

be=ween the groups. These "frontier" theorists, such as

Lind and Frazier, explain the patterns of race relations

in '1,==rias of the basic economy of the contact area growing

out its natural resourccs, the supply of laor ard tha

motivations behind the migrant group (i.e., trade, lan:5., or

natu7--,-1 resources).
1 Following their example it would

.21

seem-useful to examine unique.aspects of the initial Indiar

white contact Situation in order to understand better the

ba!ehLground of contemporary

-The:outStanding fact about. init.:La) Indian-white

.contact is that the Pmerican Indians were "invaded" as

.oppOsed to being ,imporked asslaves, or entering the North

American continent as indentured Servants or immigrants.
-, '

'When race relationsare te,cen in a world perspective, this

-a---See .An.dxvi Lind, es., 'Race Relations_iinorld
PerctiVe (Honolulu; .University of Hawaii 17ress8.5.95.5);
,and 'EL.' Franklin Frazier, Race andCulture Cont,s.-lcts in ,the
Mode.7-1 WOrld (New York: Alfred H. Knonf,. 19571...
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relationship (an aboriginal population _being invadd by a

technologically more advanced group) is very common. During

the ages.of discovery and subsequent colonialism, most

initial race contact was made by European whites landing on

the Shores of technologically less developed peoples. Like

most of these peoples, the Indian soon found himself at a

severe disadvantage in his ability to fight for his land and

his social and cultural systems. Lieberson calls this a

case of "migrant superordination" in which one group invades

and sui-presses a native population. Lieberson isolates a

sequence of events in migrant superordination.
2

1. "When the population migrating to a new contact

sttuation is superior in technology (particular-

ly weapons) and more tiahtly organized than the

indigenous aroup, the necessary conditions for

maintaining the migrants' political and economic

institutions are usually imposed on the indigenous

population."3

Warfare under such conditions usually occurs

early in these contacts as the migrants begin to

interfere with the natives' established order

even though the initial contact may have been

friendly. (This has occurred in Australia,

:12anada -Hew Zealand,and the United States.)

Ethnic
ber, 19

2Stanley Lieberson, "A Societal Theory of Race and
Relations," .a.merican Sociological Review, XXVI (Decem-
61), 902-910.
3Ibid., r. 904.

a
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3. The numeriCal decline of the indigenous popula-

tion ensues after initial contacts with the

.migrant group due to: diseases, disruption of

sustenance activities or warfare.

4. The sunerordinate miclrants frequently create

political entities that do not agree at all with

the boundaries existing during the indigenous

population's supremacy prior to contact. (For

example, the British and Boers carving up South

Africa in such a way as to violate all tribal

territories; or the herding of the indigenous

population on to a single, limited, alien re-

serve as in the United States.) . . This in-

corporation of diverse indigenous populations

into a single territorial unit under the domi-

nance of a migrant group has considerabl :i. ko-

portance for later developments in this typo o.42

racial and et_hnic contact.
4

Lieberson's observations are compatible with those

of the aforementioned frontier theorists. Specifically with

regard to the American Indian-European white contact situa-

tion, one can explain initial friendly relations on the basis

of initial ollriosity on a trade .or barter frontier. In

situations of utilitarian exchange, inter-racial contacts

A 905.
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al-e generally egalitarian and friendly .(possibly because

they are epheheral and _on a rather limited scale); although

Frazier contends that such contacts often became a source.

.of, conflict because "The Europeans began with the bartering

of goods and gradually encxaged in the buying and selling of

'men."5

The conflict which emerged between Indians and whites.

did .not Involve human bondage or the 'slave trade. Rather,

possession and defense-of land became the critical factor'

- affecting race relations on what Lind refers to as the farm

settlement frontier.

The portions of the world into which land-hungry
peasant peoples have characteristically swarmed during
the past two centuries have differed from the planta-
tion frontiers chiefly in the opportunity they afford
the entire family to re-establish itself in a new land
on a free and independent basis. Here the problem of
labor scarcely exists, since the Immigrant supply is
self-propagating. Land, on the other hand, constitutes
for both invaders and indigenes the repository of all
values, and the struggle over its possession may
become both bitter and intense. The racial problem is
simplified by the absence of several subordinate
oroups struggling for power and recognition, but the
depth of feeling between the groups is all the more
intensified as a consequence.°

Another historical factor contributing to the rela-

tions which have developed between -the red man and the white

man in America:is the wide range_of cultural differences

within the Amerind population'itsell rrom the first contact

to the present Indians have'been a single group only in the

..broadest sense.-

also see Frazier, pp.
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The important point is that Indians are essentially
an ethnic or cultural minority rather than a racial onc;
they dorive their identity from association in culturally
and socl'ally distinct Indian groups. People who make
up the recognized Indian population, in contrast to the
many millions of whites who.proudly admit to 'Indian'
ancestry, think of themselves first as Sioux, Navaho,
Chippewa, or whatever the case may be, and secondarily
simply as Indians.7

Like virtually all races of men, American Indians are

a culturally fragmented race. And yet, traditionally there

has been almost no recognition of Amerind cultural differ-

entiation in official national policy or common belief. The

- historical policy of the United States government, for the

most part, has been designed for what was believed to be a

culturally homogeneous group adaptable to the very worst

possible environment to which the members of the group could

ba herded. Particularly in the 19th century policy was

devised to avoid any complication by recognition of cultural

variation by turning to the rubric--"The only good Indian is

a dead Indian." 8

7Nan.cy Oestreich Lurie, "The Enduring Indian,"
reprinted from Natural History 14aciazine (Nov. 1966), dis-
tributed by Maine Deloartment of Indian Affairs.

8,'A Kansas newspaper summarized the general feeling
about Indians in the middle of the last century: 'A set o-1:-
miserable;..dirtv, lousy, blanketed, thieving, lying, sneak-
ing, murdering, graceless, faithless, gut-eating skunks as
the Lord ever permitted to infest the earth, and whose im-
mddiate and final extermination al/ men, except Indian
agents and traders, should pray f-or°." Qnoted in Peter
Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization as showm by the Indians of
North America from Primeval Times to the Coming of the
Industrial State (New York: E. P. Dutton and Co.,-Inc.,
1968), P. 255.

34
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Finally, the Amerind in general, end each tribe in

particular, found itself the victim of a super-paternalistic

era in Atherican 115:s-toryan era most commonly "-eftred to as

elNanifest Destiny". As the westward exTpan ion saw a virtual

tidal wave of white settlers flood the continent, a cult of

uprogress" justified the immediate acculturation, relocation,

or extermination of the American "savages".

The Indians' fate is most vividly exemplified in

President Andrew JacRson's Second Annual essage delivered

December 6, 1830:

Humanity has often wept over the fate of the
aborigines of this country, and Philanthropy has been
long busily employed in devising means to avert it,
but Its progress has never for a moment been arrested,
and one by one have many powerful tribes disappeared
from the earth. . . But true Philanthropy could not
wish to see this continent restored to the condition
in which it was found by our forefathers. What c;ood
man would prefer a country covered with forests and
ranged by a few thousand savages to our extensive
Republic, studded with cities, towns, and prosperous
farms, embellished with al/ the improvements which
art can devise or industry execute, occud by mere
than twelve million hap-.Dy people, and filled with all
the blessings of liberty, civilization and religion.9

, And, therefore, for almost a century the absolute

subjugation and disembowelment of Amerind societies was

rationalized and justified.

9James D. Richardson, ed., A Comollation of the
-MessacTes and PaperS of the Presidents 1789-1897, Vol. 2
(Washincfton: U.S. GoVernment Printing Office), 520-521.
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The Sociological Significance of
this Relationshizp

The vl:rera11 results of migrant superordination over a

culturally fragmented race sparsely populated on a farm

fr'ontier during an era of "Ilanifest Destiny" were two:

extermination or reservation living. The significance of

the first is self-explanatory.

By 1800 the aboriginal population, originally
estimated by Kroeber at 720,000, was down to about
600,000. Fifty Years later it was about 250,000.

The major causes of the decline are listed by
Mooney as diseases, whiskey and attendant dissipa-
tion, removals, starvation and the adverse effects
of unaccustomed conditions. Effects tof war were
minor and subsidiary to all of these.'"J

Reservation livinc!, although far less dramatic

than the depletion of the American Indian population, has

had far-reachinc; effects up to the present, Reservations

have symbolized the. resistance to assimilation of the

Americ=a) Indian cultures Into the conglomerate Amea:ican

culture surrounding them. Good or bad, desirable or

undesirable, reservations have led to the following secluence

of social phenomena:

1. Isolation. Reservations by definition mean

segregation and isolation of one group from

. another.

2. -Reinforcement of ca1tura1 and social pluralism

legitimized for.both Indians and whites in 'the

official reservation policy.

10
.
J4 Nixon 'Hadley, "The Demography of the American

IndiansinThe Annals of_the American Academy of Political
,and Social 'Science, Vol.. 311 (May, 1957), 24.

36
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3. Intense in-aroup awareness on the part of each

tribe aE it strives to retain its cultural

identity.

A. The sUrrounding white society finds it easy to

ster.eotype and discriminate against "legiti-

mately" isolated Indian.grou.Ds on the basis of

difference; clannishness; inferiority; "ward-'
11ship"; etc.

5. The elements of scapegoating- (visibility,

availability, vulnerability, and mass indiffer-

ence oJ: approval of the scapeaoat behavior) are

intensified due to elements one through four. 12

6. On the pert of whites the potential of scape-

goating is coupled with frustrations over the

failure and/or resistance of Indians to assi-

milate; assimilation being Idealized In the

'melting pot' value implicit in the American

Creed. 13

The result may be "defensive beliefs" which

support prejudicial and discriminatory

Items one through four find parallels in LouisWirth, The Ghetto (Chicaao: University of Chicago Press,
1964), pp. 237-291 in which he discusses the ahetto as asocial phenomenon.

1 28ee Robin M. Williams, Jr., The Reduction of
Interco:au-0 Tensions (Social Science Research Council,Bulletin 57, 1947).

13
For a discussion Of this phenomenon see GunnarMyrdal, An American Dilerama, Vol. 1 (New York: McG-rawBill, 1964), pp. 50-53.
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bdhavior and/or overt hostility between
14Indians and whites.a.

Since the American Revolution the official govern-
ment policy toward 12ndians has been laden with inconsisten-,

It has vaxied from an eniphasis on total social and
cultural pluralism (reservation living) to immediate as3i-
milation via termination of the reservations. The first
epitomizes the embodiment of a subordinate society within
a superordlnate soaclety, while the second has created social
and cultural shock which has been ,,rery difficult, if not
impossible, fox those involved to overcome. 15

Within the scope of this study these complications
may only be recognized as outgrowths of the heritage belong-
ing to all American Indians who now live on reservations.
In addition, they represent policy dilemmas foa those en-
trusted with the administration of Indian affair7s and the
well-being American Indians.

3. Maine's State Department of Indian P:.ffairs
The fOregoing historical perspective briefly out-

lined the common legacy of all American Indian grolaps.
This general heritage embraces the Indians Of Maine because
they have been subject to the same American historical trends

14
.As suggested by John Dollard, Caste and Class ina Southern Town (Garden City, New York Doubleday, 1957),pp. 64-69.

15See i3rophy and A1E;r1e.
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as their counterparts in Florida, California or 0-1-egon.

On the otber-laand,thero. are peculiarities which distinguisll

thee.tuation of Maine's Indians. The most significant of

.these is that Maine Indians do not fall under the jurisdic-

tion.of the F.,!deral Government-even though they live on

reservations. The Indian tribes of Maine have never.been

served by the two Federal agencies devoted to Indian ad-

ministration: the Bureau of Indian Affairs U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior) and the U.S. Public Health Service's

Division of Indian Health (U.S. Department of Health T.:du-

cation and Welfare). Current responsibility for the majority

of Maine's Indians rests with the State Department of Indian

.Affairs based at the state capitol in Augusta.

This fact significantly affects the aid avail;i,ble

to Maine's Indians. They do not qualify for the various

health end development programs sztecifically for Indians

administered throuch the two Federal agencies mentioned

above. On the other hand, the recent creatioia of Maine's

own Department of Indian Affairs in 1966 coupled with its

re'sponsibility for only a relatively few Indians relieves

Maine's Indian administrators of the burdens of bureaucratic

tradition and the need to design programs that must be

generalized' to fit widely varying,situations.

The Department's stated goals and programs include

_the following:

1. -Continuation of general assistance programs
for.indigent tribal membears residing on-
Reservation as long, and'to such e7,:tent as

'needed
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2. Continuation, at an accelerated rate, of
needed physical development programs on all
Reservations, malting full use of Federal program
fUnds where available, particularly in such
areas-as housing, water, sanitation and con-
struction of community buildings, all of which
have been identified by the Tribal Councils as
being of critical importance;

-

Initiation of programs aimed at human and com-
munity development, utilizing all available
State and Federal resoua:ces (with particular
reference to provisions of the Economic Oppor-
tunity Act) based on expressed needs of the
Indian people;

4. Constant cooperation with the State Department
of Education, State Board of Education, Uni-
versity of Maine, the Diocese of Portland,
private agencies and groups, etc., in efforts
to upgrade existing levels of education, par-
icularly with high school graduates and adults;

Cooperation with all State and Federal Agencies'
involved in man-power training, employment and
economic development, In efforts to upgrade
existing economic levels of the Reservations
and of individual tribal members. 16

The present ste.ff consists of a Commissioner, Deputy

Commissioner (Housing and Construction), two Stenographers

and an Account Clerk in the central office at the State

Capitol in Augusta. In addition, there is an Indian Develop-

ment Specialist (Agent) in the Penobscot field office on

Indian Island, Old Town; and an Indian Development Specialist,

a Social Worker (position currently not filled) and a

Clerk-Typist in the Passamaquoddy field office in Calais.

16Fact sheet published and distributed by Maine's
State Department.of Tndian Affairs.
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The importance of the following section is that it
elaborates on the.origins of Maine's jurisdiction over the
Indian tribes within its borders and focuses on the kev
underlying issue which Lh3:eads.throucsh the history of
r:A.ations between the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the State.
Most of the subsequent information is taken from a Bill of
Complaint filed in Suffolk Superior Court in Massachusetts.
Via this B111, Passamacuoddv Tribe on Its Beh=llf and on
Behalf of Those Connected With Them versus Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, the Indians hope to gain restitution for
what they allege to be a failure on the part of Massachu
setts to carry out its treaty obligations. 17

From 1775 to 1784 during the War fox Independence

the Passamaquoddy Indians fell under the jurisdiction of
.the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Continental Cong-
ress. In 1784, through an effort to further expand its

-state's ricjL Massachusetts insisted cn gaining full
jurisdiction over the tribes within its territories. In
the same year, Massachusetts, with consent of the United

'States Government, assumed jurisdiction over and respon-
sIbilitY'for those. tribes.

In 1794 a treaty, was signed between the Passa-

maquoddy Tribe and the Commonwealth assigning lands
specifically to the Tribe, whereas.previously the Indians

17
The attorneys 'signing the Bill are John S.Bottomly and Don C. Gellers.
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haa roamed freclY over Washington County and vicinity as

hunting grounds. In addition, the treaty obliga-ted Massa-

chusetts to'subsidize the Tribe by furnishing su-oplies in

13eu-of those they had previously obtained from the hunting

g?-ounds-they had originally occunied.

This treaty is the basis for the complaints against

Yassachusetts which include the following:

1. Some of the land granted in the Treaty of 1794

had been sold even before the treaty was signed.

The Indians had not been aware of this fact.

Massachusetts allegedly failed to supply the

subsidies referred to in the treaty.

3. Although the Commonwealth of Massachusetts was

allowed to cut all pine trees on the reserved

lands lit for masts and compensate the Indians

for them, the Commonwealth allowed cutting of

all timber without compensation.

In 1820 Maine became a state separate lror, Xassa-

chusetts. Although the Penobscot Tribe released Massachu-

setts from its oblicrations to their people, the Passama-

quoddy Tribe did not. In spite of this, after 1820 Maine

acted in place ol Massachusetts as administrator over the

Indians including the Passamaquoddy Tribe. From that

time to the present Maine allegedly did the following:

1. sold Passamaquoddy timber without compensation

to the Indians,

42
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2. constructed roads or allowea construction of

railroad tracks, utility 17-oles, and taking of
1

aravel on Indian land without compensation;
3. a/lowed occu.pation of 7,906 acres of Paasa-

maquoddy land by approximately 30 non-Indian--
aloproximately 2,969 acres of that land has

been flooded as a result of dams built by non-
Indians;

misallocated and mismanaged monies in the Ilidian
trust fund;

5, blocked Indian attempts to seek redress in

Yainets courts and disallowed Passamaquoddy
requests to use a portion of their trust fund
money to prepare their case.

These allegations against Massachusetts as the
party responsible for assuring that the Treaty of 1794 was
upheld have yet to be proved In the courts, but documentation
confirming the historical contents oE the Bill of Complaint
is available. 18

5. The Paper Com-oany Dispute

Relations between the Georgia-Pacific paper company
and the Tr7'fbe deserve mention because they proVed to be

.-18
A compilation of treat:Les, laws relating to Indianz,inquiries and related documents in Ealne Lwislative ResezsrchCommittee Relport on Maine Indians--Proctor ae-oort (September,1942). Also see Maine, Health and Welfare Departmep.;:,

"I.J.scellaneous Provisions of the Law Relating to Penobscotand Passamaquoddy Indians, Including all Slmendments Made bythe 99th Legislature In 1959."
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the most burning issue in theIndian community while-the

data for this atudy.was being collected. The core of the

dispute revolves around a long standing contract between

the Georgia-Pacific Comp ny (the S:t.. Croix company before

Georgia-Pacific took it over) and the Passamaquoddy Tribe

which agreed to allow the company to cut wood for pulp on

the Township in exchange for a "stumpage Eee". Th complaint

lodged by the Tribe rests on two counts: (1) The Company'

allegedly ruins the land by indiscriminate cutting and the

use of larae machines which .dig up the ground. (2) Indian

labor should be used to work'on the lots being cut on the

Township and the Company should provide the needed job

training to prepare Indian labor.

During Juno and the first two weeks in July 1968,

the dispute reached a point at which the Tribe forced work

stoppages on the wood lots by conducting sit-don strikes

in front of the Company tractors. Since the land being

harvested by the Company is part of that involved in the

Bill of Complaint discussed above, the legal aspects of the

matter are complicated. The immediate "crisis" was resolved

in mid-July through an agreemc-nt made by the Tribe and

Company on a Forestry Training and Employment Program.

The over-riding issue involving the ownership of land and

a suit involving one-hundred fifty million dollars damages,

as of August 1968, was awaiting decision in the Massachusetts

courts.



CHAPTER III

THEORETICAL ORIENTATION AND HYPOTHESES

Theoretical Framework

The study of relations between racial

36

and/or ethnic

groups is, above all, examination and analysis of a

cular type of inter-group interaction. The various

parti-

theorists in the field of race and ethnic relations have

called their study that of minority group relations, 1

dominant-mino 2rity relations, race and culture

superordinate-subordinate4 relations, and numerous other

3contacts,

terms. All of these can accurately be subsumed under

more general approach called by Robin Williams

relations. 5

ISee Blalock.
2Charles F. Marden and Gladys Mey

in American Society (New York: American
1968).

the

inter-group

er, Minorities
Book Company,

E. Franklin Frazier, Raoe and Culture Contacts in
The Modern World (Alfred A. Knopf,.1957).

4Lieberson, I-Vaerican Socioloaical Review, XXVI,
902-910.

5See Williams, The Reduction of Intergroup Tensions.
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The term inter-group relations appears to be the

most functional and eppropriate in describing exactly the

subject matter of one who studies relations between racial

and/or ethnic groups. In the first place it eliminates

some semantic problems inherent in the alteLative des3.gna-

tions listed above. For instance, would one cal/ the black

population of South Africa a minority group? Clearly, this

population is subordinate to the smaller white population,

while the whites are a numerical minority. This situation

may cause some confusion in our thinking, especially if we

go un-aer the assumption evident in American inter-racial and

ethnic relations research that the subordinate group is

synonymous with minority group. If both South 4frican and

Americe. --acial-ethnic relations are taken within the larger

framework of inter-aroup relations, the relationships

between superordinate-subordinate and majority-minority are

clearly recognized as conditions to be specified rather than

given assumptions in the theory.

Secondly, when one initiates research focusing on

a basic concept such as "group" without immediately assuming

anything about the nature of various groups' relationships

based on group size, group composition, or the relative status

of the group, he may profit by gaining insights t'ilat are

more easily integrated with a' larger system of sociological

theory. In other words, the more basic the concepts one

starts with, ttle more likely he will be able to compare and

apply his findings to large, more inclusive theory of

social interaction.
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Two of Merton's critera for a "group" are: (1) people

in a group def,ine themselves as member-7 of the groul?, and (2)

the members of the group are defined by others as belonging.

to the-group. 6 We need not say anything &bout interaction

between the members of a group'as we define the term for

use here. The members of a group need not interact with

every other member. To take a hypothetical example, a black

man in an isolated town might work with whites, live in an

otherwise a/1 vo'lite neighborhood, and have exclusively white

friends. Even though he had virtually no contact with other

members of his race, he would objectively define himself as

Negro and would be defined by others as belonging to the

Negro racial group by virtue of his skin color a-ld other

physical characteristics. Group membership in this sense is

dependent upon definition exclusive of interaction. 7

Racial and/or ethnic groups in the United States

recognize themselves, and are recognized by others, as

rate groups on the basis of certain more or less overt

differences. These dif:erences fall into six categories:

.1. Physical characteristics to varying degrees in

individuals;

6Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social
Structure (Toronto: The Free Press, 1964)9 pp. 284-286.
The third of Merton's criteria for a group is interaction
according to established pattern.

7
Pierre L. van den Berghe, Race and Racism: A Com-

parative PersiDective (New York: Wile-ye-1967), pp. 9-710.
Van den Berghe's definitions of race and -!thnic group will
be used throughout: a race being a group that is socially
defined but on the basis of physical criteria. An ethnic
group is socially defined but on the basis of cultural
criteria.
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iIbd., p. 77.
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2. Cultural norms and values (within this category

fall innumerable variations from dress to court-

ship pattern, or dominant religious credo to

,fdominant political doctrine);

3. Language to varying degrees (Although more tech-

nically a part of a racial or, more likely, an

ethnic group's culture it is considered separate

here due to its importance as an "identifier"

and its correlative significance to the assimila-

tion or non-assimilation of groups into a

society. Compare the experience of the United

States, for the most part a one-lansuag nation,

and that of India Or Canada which each have

significant portions of their mopulations speak-

ing different languages.);

4. Participation in national heritage 'For example,

whites, Indians, and Negroes clearly hold vastlY

different positions in American "history".

Although such positions are largely a resvlt of

historical circumstances, van den Berghels oh-

servation that "Historiography might be defined

as a new secularized way of creating a country's

national mythology,"8, is cogent here.);
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5. Relationship to the society's pozlitical insti-

.tuetion (The difference of the Negro was defined

in the Rmerican Constitution when he was dec-

lared to be three-fifths of a man. In the case

of the Indian, the establishment of a Bureau of

Indian Affairs indicates a certain uniqueness.

There has never been a Bureau of Irish or

Italian Affairs. As indicated in Chapter

the resistance to assimilation of the American

Indian has been literally institee_Lonalized.);

6. Overall economic position (One of the character-

istics universally assigned to a group in a

multi-racial or multi-ethnic society is the

group's class position in terms of wealth,

power, (and prestige For example, in American

society most white Americans perceive them-

se.lves as, and are perceived by others to be,

"middle class". 10
On.the other hand, the thrust

of the contemporary civil rights movement in

9
This three-dimensional approach is treated at

lengfh in Harry C. Bredemeier and Richard M. Stephenson,
The Rualvsis of Social Svstems (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1965), pp. 318-336. Also see Milton M. Gordon,
Assimilation in American Life (New York: Oxford University.
Press, 1964), pp. 40-41.

1°Centers notes that in studies using the three-fold
classification upper, middle, and lower class, the great
majority claim the middle class. In a 1946 survey ef 1,337
-white males, 83% responded that they were in eith,:r the
middle class or the werking class as opposed tc, ehe upper or
lower clzisses. Richard Centers. The Psvchpl. of Socalsl
Class (Prine.eton, New Jersey: l'_.aceton Usivicv Press,
194-9)0 pp. 76-78.
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Americaa Poor People's Campaiom--would indi-

\cete that a far greater percentage of Negroes

and Indians-than whites perceive themselves to

be poor. Statistics would seem to verify their

perception. 11 In contemporary America, urban

poverty is virtually synonymous with the ghetto

dwelling Negro and rural poverty is virtually

synonymous with the southern Negro, the reserva-

tion living Indian, and the country's migratory

farm workers.)

Consolidating these six categories, it is clear that

racial and/or ethnic groups in the United States are differ-

entiated in day-to-day contacts with members of other groups

by two predominant characteristics:

1. Physical characteristics such as color, facial

features, build, hair texture, etc., and,

2. Class position, or socio-economic status as

manifest in the group's collective wealth,

power, and prestige.

A third charateristics includes cultural heritaon,

language, and associated sign7posts for group identification.

Ethnicity is the term for this conglomerate characteristic.

Therefore, in this study the term race-ethnicity will refer

11In a socio-economic index composed of occupation,
education, and income the median score for whites is 54.6,
for Negroes 27.5, and for American Indians, 26.6. U. S.
Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Poloulation: 3960,
Sublect Renorts. Socio-economic Status (Washington, D.C.,
1967), pp. 2 and 47.
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to those traits differentiating groups according to physical

attributes and/or cultural heritage including nationality,

language,
or other group traits collectively ascribed to

each member of the group through his socialization within

it. The six racial-ethnic groups referred to in this study

are: American (U.S. white), French Canadian, Indian (Ameri-

can), Jews, Negroes, and Orientals (Japanese and Chinese).
12

Race-ethnicity
and class position are the two primary

referents most Americans turn to, consciously or unconscious-

. ly, when they determine the social distance they will place

between themselves and another group or individual23 Park

very specifically used the terms "race consciousness" and

"class consciousness" when explaining his conceptualization

of social distance.
14 Innumerable discuseions in the litera-

ture of the relationship between vc(Dlor caste" and "social

class" attest to the importance of these two cues for dif-

:ferentiation in American social.relations.
15

This study explores the differences oE social dis-

tance expressed by two racial-ethnic groups with the purpose

12Rationale for these categories is found in Chapter

IV on Methods.
13These two factors, race-ethnicity

and class, are

the essential components which contribute to status conscieus-

ness, a central concept developed by Hubert M. Blalock in

Toward A The.ory. In particular,"see
Blalock's Appendix A,

"A Note on Race Versus Class Prejudice," pp.
199-203 for a

discussion of their relevance to social.distance
in tTle United

States.
14Park, Journal of .r2plied Sociology, VIII, 339-340.

15For example; see John Dollard, Caste and Class_in

a SoupeL4, rown, and, Oliver Cromwell Cox, Caste_Class and

Race (Clew York: Monthly Review Press, 1959).
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of elaborating on the elements which determine it: the

perception of socio-economic status (class position factor's

defins,d in terms 'of aealth, power, and prestige); attitudes

of preference for associa'ton (felt degrees of intimacy

measured in terms of a Bogardus-type social distance scale);

and contact (the actual degree of interaction and intimacy

reported by respondents).

By testing the following hypotheses which guide the

research, we expect to: (1) analyze and interpret social

distance as expressed by Indians and whites toward the other

five groups, and (2) compare the findings on Indians and

whites in an attempt to explain the perceptions and atti-

tudes which affect the behavior of the two groups' members

toward one another..

2. The Underlying Assumntion

All indications tell us that human beings have

divided themselves into socially defined groups since the

beginning of recorded history. The divisions have been

based on.physical characteristics, kinship, cultural

differences social stratification and innumerable other

criteria for various "memberships". Sumner ezpressed his

conception of social group and its environment as follows:

A group of groups may have some relation to each
other (kin, neighborhood, alliance, connubium anca
commercium) which draws them together and differenti-
ates them from others. Thus a differentiation arises
between ourselves, the we-groui:, or in-group

and 16everybody else, or the others-.;roups, out-groups.

16
William Graham Sumner, "Polkways (New York: Men-

tor, 1960), p. 27.
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Gordon Allport found himsblf at.somewhat of.a loss

when trying to express his exact meaning of an in-group,

-saying that "It is difficult to define an in-group precisely,

perhaps the best that can be done is to say that mem:Oers

ok an in-aroup all use the term-we: with the same esential

significance."
17

It is the basic socially defined differ-

once between we and others which is the underlying assumptiO1-1

upon which the following hypotheses rest.

Individuals conceive of omselves as belongina to

'cert.0171 cfroups. Although the criteria for Epoup membership

yary from society to society, and within societies, con-

sciousness of certain we-aroup memberships and a logically

necessary others-aroaps environment is universal.

3. Hypotheses

Ethnocentrism refers to attitudes o' 'uperiority

concerning the folkways of one's in-group and the invi'ous

comparison to those of out-groups. Or, in Sumner's woras,

"Ethnocentrism is the technical name for this view of things

.in which one's own group is the center of everything, and all

others are scaled and rated with reference to it "18

Merton notes that Sumner's portrayal of ethnocentrism

and its resultant hostility may be overstated. Merton sug-

gests that the "in-group solidarity and out-group hostility'

relationship Sumner stressed is not necssarily the pre-

dominant pattern of relations exhibited by the members of

17Gordon Allport, The Nature of .21-.2,jue (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday, 1956), p. 31.

18 Sumner, Folkways, /). 27.
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groups in their relations with other groups.
19 Merton's

point is well taken in light of his conceptualization of

refe/-ence grou7o and the development of his rkfercrice group

theory. On the other hand, allowing that mutual hostility

is not necessarily implied in the in-group--out-groups

relations, one might still retain the notion that on tlie

basis of .consciousness of Rind and the common definition of

membership in a group, a certain degree of in-group pre-

ference will prevail.

Due to in-group consciousness it can, therefore, be

predicted that there will be greatest preference for intite

contact with memb-:rs of one's own six:ol.m.

When we speak of the relationship between inter-

group contact and attitudes of preference, we are talking

about what Homans ^ails !nteraction and sentiment. As for.

this relationship, Romans -.,:,ostulates the following:

We can, then, sum up tLe relationship between
interaction and sentiment both .in the group as a
whole and in the vAb-groups by saying orice morc
that the more freauentiv persons inteact wj one
another, the strongr their sentiments oT id-

Ahlp, for one another are aot to be. (His emphasis.) 20

Romans draws thi.s conclusion on the basis of a

'fairly limited case of intra-gro-7p.interaction--the Bank

.
Wiring Observation.

21 To provide evidence more directly

19 1erton, Socikl_51.912xx, pp. 297-299.

20George C. Homans, The Human Grou-0 (New York:.
-Harcourt, 1950), p. 33.

21See Homans, pp. 48-8O.
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applicable to inter-group relations, we cite Deutsch and

Collins*
study of integrated and segregated housing pro-

jects. Basically.their
results seem to confirm their hypo7-

thesis that "as the amount of contact between any two

persons increases they will tend to like each other more."
22

Their results also seem to indicate that the more intimate

the contact, the greater the friendliness between white and

Negro women studied.

It is hypothesized that the greater the frg1.1,plIsiy and

intimacy of contact between members of ki9_

greater the preference for, association between the members

of the groups.

Robe.:t E. Park noted over forty years ago that "The

more marked racial
differences, the more intense is racial

self-consciousness,
and the greater the social distance that

separates the alien from the native peooles."23 We will pro-

ceed to further document the essential significance of this

observation.

When investigating the attitudes of women under-

graduates in one of the Oxbridge colleges, Shelia

Webster used 'a social distance test. She found that

the girls roughly divided the world into tro main

categories: P.L.U. (people like us) and the others,

those unlike us, outside our social sphere, those

Housing
(Garden

Paners
Hughes,
field,

22Morton Deutsch and Mary Evans Collins, "Interracial

," in William Peterson, ed., American Social Patterns

City, New York: Doubleday. 1956), p. 11.

23Robert E. Park, Race and.S211ture: The Collecte211

of Robert Ezra Park, Vol. I, edited by -Everett C.

Charles S. Johnson, Jitsuichi Masuoka, Robert Red-

and Louis Wirth (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1950),
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who are N.O.C.D. (not our class, dear). Color or,
rather color plus the physical features that often
accompany it (prognathism, a flat wide nose, thick
lips, and 'kinky hair in the case of the Negro)
appeared to be the cue for a high degree of social
distance. It was the supreme symbol of 'unlikeness.,

24

The foregoing paragraph indicates the role of

visibility due to physical traits as a determinant of social

distance. The basic nature of this factor, even more basic

than the role of social position (or class) which is often

highly associated with it, suggests that simply on the basis

cf color alone wide variation in social distance might exist.

Edward Shils indicates L's suspicions about the importance

of physical visibility as a mean,i of in-groupout-group

identification.

Self-identification by color has its origins in
the sense of primordial connection with which human
beings find it difficult to u.spense. . . . Self-
identification by color seems to entail some refer-
ence to a common biological origin that is thought
to establish ties of affinity, sometimes obligation
and solidarity among those who share it, and of
separation from those who do not. In its crudest
form, it denies the membership of those of other
color in the same species.25

Shils further notes that nationalism and religion have been

able to break down ethnicity and kinship attachments, but

throughout history "There is, however a major primordial

property that has been very rel-:,ctant to yield its sacred-

ness to attenuation. That is color." 26

24Kenr-'-- Little, "Some Aspects of Color, Class, and
Culture in Br_ linr" in Daedalus,_ No. 2, XCVI (Spring, 1967),
518,

. 25Edwaxd Shils, "Color, the Universal Intellectual
Community, and the kfro-Asian Intellectual," Daedalus, No. 2,
XCVI (Spripg, 1967), 281-282c.

26 ,
Luict.,.p. 283.
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Myrdal recognized the role of visibility by color

as it related to the american Negro.

The American order of color caste haa even more

directly stamped the Negro class system by including

r'elative whiteness as one of the main factors deter-

minin7 status within the Negro community. This has a

histry as old as class stratification itself among

Negr,aes. Mixed bloods have always been preferred by

the wh:Ltes in practically all respects. They made

better appearance to the whites and were assumed to

be mentally more capable.27

The significant point in Myrdal's statements is that whites

have p_r_fferred the more Caucasian looking mixed bloods. In

other words, the mora nearly like themselves in visible

physical appearance the Negro was, the , ore he was pre-

ferred by whites. The effects of this white preference were

then felt in the norms ana values of Negro class stratifica-
_

tion.

John Dollard is extremely pointed in evaluaLing the

importance of physical features in AmericaL social inter.-

actions.

American caste is pinned not to cultural but to

biological features--to color, features, hair form,

and the like. This badge is categorical regardless

of the social vz_lue of the individual. It is in

this sense that caste is 'undemocratic' since it

accepts an arbitrary token as a means of barring

Negroes from equal opportunity and equal recogni-

tion of social merit. (See D. Young, American

Minox.i.t.y Peoples (New York, 1932), pp. 590-531.)

Negroid body form was at one time a mark of a riegro

culture and is still to some-degree a mark of an

inferior assimilation of white culture; but both

of these differentiating marks of Negroes are

27Gunnar Ilvrdal, An.American Dilemma, Vol. II (New,

York: McGrawMill, 1964), pp. 695-696.
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rapidly diminishing and in the course of time the
physical stigmata may be left isolated as the only
warrant of caste difference. The cultural stigmata
of the past seem likely to disappear altogether.2a

C. Eric Lincoln further comments on the effects of

'physical visibility in American social relations.

In the United States where the enduring problem
in social relations is between whites and Negroes,
skin color is probably the most important single
index for uncritical human evaluation. . In social
relations in the United States, color is often read
as a signal to denigrate, to discriminate, to segre-
gate. It takes on the characteristics of a cultural
norm, so much so that a complex of rewards, punish-
ments, and the strictest taboos have grown up
around it. . That a racial determination on the
basis of color can only be approximate and for a
limited si?c,Ictrum of individuals at best does not
seem to imi.)air its credibility as a legitimate
index for human evaluation. Nor does it seem to
diminish tIle need for identifying persons by race.2'

Lincoln concludes somewhat despondently that:

Charles Silberman is probably right: 'Con-
sciousness of color is not likely to disappear
unless color itself disappears, or unless men lose
their eyesight.' But consciousness of color, lihe
consciousness of kind, is not a reasonable basis
upon which to project a system of group relations.
Nor has it ever been."

Our hypothesis suggests that in American society

visible physical differences between the vembers of groups

do in fact have much to do with the society's systeru of

group relations. In the context of American culturai -the

greater the visible pilyLlIgal difference between two arouns_,

28Dollard, p. 63.

. : 29C. Eric Lincoln, ".Color and Group Identity in the

United States," Daedalus, No. 2, XCVI (Spring, 1967), 52.

30,Ibid., p._540, quoting Silberman,
and White (New York: 1964), p. 166.

Crisis in Black
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the less the Rreference for intimate contact with mewbersof the other cfroun.

Hubert M. Blalock devotes a chapter of his recentbook Toward A Theory of Minority-grout-) Relations to "StatusConsciousness, Prejudice, and Avoidance Behavior." He sug-gests in this chapter that persons may differ in the degreeto which they are motivated to engage in intimate contact (orreject) other persons or groups "Primarily _in terms of statusconsiderations and, more specifically, with respect to ten-dencies to reject those with statuses lower than their own." 31He concludes that "the lower the average status of the minor-1.ty group, the greater the e:qpected status loss to any mem-bers of the dominant group engaging in equal-status contactswith the minority." 32
Since individuals wish to avoid lossof status, they will tend to avoid intimate contact withmembers of groups which they perceive to be lower in statusthan their own.

Based on Blalockls proposition we hypothesize thatthe lower the ELtrsp112.9d socio-economic status of a group,the less the p..L-fInrence for association with that group. 33

The economic ethic in American society is based onthe principle that one who competes successfully will reaprewards in accordance with his willingness, skill, and31
39Blalock, p. 52.
-Ibid., 64.33

This-hypothesis has already been verified in-Hawaii by Masuoka-(1931) and Samuels (1963):.
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persistence in competition. As Myrdal has put it:

The American Creed does not demand equality
of economic and social rewards independent of an

individual's luck, ability, and push, It merely
demands equality of opportunity. . . . Our value
premise in.this chapter will be the Pmerican.ideal
of free competition and full integration. . .

(His emphasis)."

Nyrdal goes on to point out that while free competition on

an individual basis is the ideal, competition within the

context of certain racial-ethnic group exclusions is the

fact. As a result, in American society individuals competing

strictly as individuals is aerply an ideal; in fact, racially

and/or ethnically defined groups of individuals compete with

similarly defined groups for both the oppor±pnities and the

status rewards of competition. An individual's socio-economic

status--even his vexy livelihood--depends upon the outcome

of this competition. It is not surprising, therefore, that

such competition can arouse intense anxieties, fears, and

hostilities.

Young notes that: "Grout., antagonisms seem to be

inevitable when two peonles in contact with one another may

be distinguished by differentiating characteristics, either

inborn or cultural, and are actual or potential compet tors."
35

(His emphasis.)

Looking at the same problem from a different angle,

Watson found that "Retirement from Etctive participation in

-34Myrdal pp. 671-672.

35Donald Young, Atherican Minority Peoples (New York:

Harper and Brothers, 1932), p. 586 as cited in Williams,

'ReduOtion of Inter-Group Tensions, pp. 54-55.
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a competitive society predisposes one to greater tolerance

of outgroup members." 36

On *the basis of these indications, we hypothesize

that'ai.y.Lep direct economic competition between grollps. the

nore intense the coropetition is-p_cxceived to be, the less

the preference for association between the croups and the

areater the dec-ree of hos&Llity expressed between the groups.

Robin Williams observes that:

It seems generally agreed among serious students
of American society that our culture places a rather
extraordinary stress upon competition for distributive
values. The 'competitive' motif is not merely a matter
of such competition being permitted; rather, the
striving for 'success, is positively injoined to such
an extent that in many areas and classes it a7mroaches
the status of a culturall.x obligatory pattern.37
(Emphasis added.)

As noted by Myrdal previously and by Williams above,

achieved status is the American ideal. When it is perceived

that an individual or group makes status gains through means

other than competitive achievement, we can expect th

individual or group and the system which provides or llows

the alternate means to be subject to ridicule. The: fore we

.predict that if a sLuaa in rnerican. society is percc-tv,ed to

make economic and/or status gains through means other thah

what is defined as open, "fair" cop_p_stIon, then that arol...12

and the system that aEam will be subject to derogation

I_Dy the members of other groups in the society.

36Jeanne Watson, "Some Social and Psychological
Situations Related to Change in Attitude," Human Relations,
III (February, 1950), 30.

37
Williams, Reduction of Inter-Group Tensions, p. 55.
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r
i

k Z .
The basic assumption: Individuals conceive of

_

--1
themselves.as

belOnging to certain groups. Although the

t

criteria for group membership vary from society to soci-

ety, and within societies, consciousness of certain we-
.

group memberships and a logically necessary others-groups

-1
enVironment is universal.

HI
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1. There will be greatest preference for intimate

contact with members of one's own group.

2. The gxeater the frequency and intimacy of con-

tact, the greater the mutual preference for

association.

3. The greater the visible physical difference,

the less the mutual preference for association.

4.

5.

6.

The lower the perceived SES of a group, the

lower the preference for that group.

The more intense the perceived competition

between groups, the less the mutual pr ference

and the greater the mutual hostility.

If a group is perceived to violate the norm of

"fair competition", then that group and tihe

System aiding it will be subject to derogation

by the other groups in the society.

62
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CHAPTER IV

..NETKODS

1. Selection of the Samoles For Interviews
Twenty-five whites from Princeton and twenty-fiveIndians from Indian Township were interviewed betweenJune 18 and July 13, 1968. Both samples

were probabilitysamples,lbut due to varying community organization theywere selected in quite different ways.
Princeton was divided in half down the center ofits main
thoroughfare, Route 1. Starting from the bridgeadjacent to Indian Township every fifth house on eitherside of the dividing line was selected. Houses on sidestreets were also counted and every fifth one included inthe sample. As a result of this process, 47 houses through-out the town were selected. 2 Since absences and refusals1

The samples were not strictly random, i.e., there
was a certain

amount of
pre-determination in the selection.

It can be said of the samples that each was chosen on a
basis designed to give a wide and unbiased coverage of the
two groups.

2
This figure indicates that most of the homes in

which Princetongs 829 people live were included in selection
of the sample.

47---The pre-selected samplex 5---every fifth house chosen.

23-5.----total number of homes3.5-Estimated number of occupants of each home--
822.5 3.54 is the mean family size while the medianhousehold has 3 members according to the U.S.Bureau of the Census.. U,S. Ceu.ri of Poplala-

tion: 1960. Subject Rer-or.ts.
.
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were expected to total at least fifty percent,-the twenty-

five interviews to be gathered were expected to exhauet the

pre-selectedssample. Thus, the full geographic length

and breadth of Princeton would be covered, In fact, when

the end of the pre-selected seitple was reached six inter-

views were still required to fill the quota of twenty-five.

These six were obtained by randomly p,.eking from the pre-

selected houses at which no one had been home the first

time the interviewer had called.

-1There are approximately 35 dwellings inhabited by

Indians in Indian Township. The sample was selected by

_contacting (or, attempting to contact) at lea t one person

from every house inhabited by an Indian. It 1.6 impOrtant

to note that this does not imply that the sample was to

include one person from e-Ich Indian family. Community

style of life and living space shortages peen that in some

cases fifteen people comprising two or three nuclear

families occupy one four room house. Cases of uncertain

parentage, children being passed from house to house among

relatives and friends, and an overall volatile housing

situation within the community complicate one's understand-

ing of tribal genealogy and housing. 3
Many of the

(Washingto D.C., 1963), pp. 21 nd 168. The 823 estimate
comes very close to Princeton's 1960 population of 829.

3
George LaPorte, a psychologist working on a summer

remedial program for Passamaquoddy students while data forthis research were being collected, informed me that severalsummers before a student had attempted to construct a tribalgenealogy. She ultimately gave up having been frustrated bythe factors mentioned above.

'7.r717"`,-,
6 4

.
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interviews did not take place inside a particular indivi-

dual's current residence because potential respondents

were often mor6 readily available and willing elsewhere.

This no-Ewithstanding, the attempt to obtain an interview

from one persen living in each.home remained the guide for

selection of the Indian sample.

2. Development dT the Research Instruments

A visit to the Princeton-Indian Township area about

two months before the field research began resulted in a

number of guidelines for design of the research instruments.

iThe overriding conclusion growing out of informal conversa-
t

i tions and limited pre-test of an interview schedule was
1

Ithat simplicity must be a major consideration in the res-

I

earch instruments. On this basis a Bogardus-type social

distance questionnaire which had been designed to be filled

1

out by the respondent in the pre-test schedule was adapted
-

to require only verbal questions by the interviewer. The

interviewer would then record the respondent's replies.

Any type of self-administered questionnaire was ruled out.

In addition, whereas the pre-test schedule had

employed the names of twelve racial-ethnic groups selected

from the original Bogardus questionnaire, experience showed

that due to isolation and complete lack of contact a

number of the twelve groups were entirely without meaning

to respondents. Respondents could not comment on groups

about which they knew virtually nothing. As a result, the

number of groups was reduced to six: Americans (U.S. White),
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French Canadians, Indians (American), Jews, Negroes, and

Orientals (Japanese and Chinese). These six were judged

be the-most easily and significantly differentiated as

.rapial-etlinic groups by members of both the white and

Indian populations.
4

Finally, the need for flexibility and probing when

using qualitative inquiries became very obvious. Rather

than attempting to list rigidly all approaches and probing

techniques which might be applied to each question in the

interview schedule, a general policy of adjusting interview-

ing technique to the particular respondent was designated

to be the rule. Especially in the case of data on stereo-

types, emphasis was placed on getting as much relevant

information as possible by creating an informal conversa-

tion atmosphere rather than adhering to a highly structured_

series of precisely worded questions.

. 3. The Interview Schedule

The interview schedule was the prime data gathering

instrument.
5 Essentially the same schedule was administered

1 to both the Indian and white populations with only minor

wording changes aRpropriate to the respondent's group mem-

bership. The schedule can be broken down into two main

components: a section aimed at quantitative measurement

of social distance, and a section aimed at qualitative

1

1

7t'

4The original list follows: Americans (U.S. White),
Canadians (English), Chinese, Filipinos, French Canadians,
Indians (American), Irish, Italians, Japanese, Jews, Negroes.

5?-11 data gathering tools used in this study are
found in Appendix IV.

6 6
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assessment of the attitudes and beliefs of the two

populatitwis.

The 'first quantitative measurement is of perceived

socioeconomic status. The goal of this measurement was

to find out how each respondent perceived the relative

sock.-economic status of the six groups. The respondent

was asked to place six cards, randomly sPread before him

and each with the name of a racial-ethnic group on it, in

rank order according to his perception of their relative

wealth (v.oney) and influence (power). The response was

recorded by simply numbering the groups in the order in

1 which the respondent pla:ed them. Thus, the range of the

j I

scores runs from one through six; one indicating the

highest perceived socioeconomic status and six the lowest

perce4ved socioeconomic status. The mean scor-,as for each

of the six groups are computed for both the Indian and

white samples. Thus, there is an indication of how the

two populations as a whole each perceive the socioeconomic

status of the six racial-ethnic groups.

The second quantitative measurement is of attitudes

of preference for association. The respondent was given a

single Card with the names of the six groups on it. (The

groups were in alphabetical order with every group appear-

ing at the top ,7)f the list every sixth interview. The

groups, therefore, changed position on the list to avoid

any bias which might be inherent in a set order.) The

respondent was then asked a series bf seven questions
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rancing from "Which of these groups would you marry or

approve of your children marrying into?" to "Which groups

would you not allow in your country?'. The interviewer

checked the responses on a grid as they were given.

The scoring ranges frc'm one through seven; one

* indicating the greatest attitudes of preference for associ-
#

ation with a group (i.e., marriage), while seven indicated

reast,preference (or exclusion from the country). In

each case-the lowest number checked is the respondent's

score. for that group.
6 The mean scores for each of the six

raciar-ethnic groups are computed for both the Indian and

white:samples. The lower the mean score, the greater the

collective attitudes of preference for association with a

group :. and, conversely, the greater tha mean score, the

lbss=the_preference for association with a group.

Thethird quantite cement is that of con-

tact. Contact is measured situations ranging

roughly ia degree of intimacy from work contacts through .

contacts-by marriage within the family. Respondents were

asked.if:.they had contacts mith other groups at work, if

their:-children went to school with other groups, if their

Ileghbors2-were ofother groups, and if there had been

-it17:cas'es in whichthe. reSpondent answered incon-
si,:stent1y-2,:..(6.'g:.yes on would marry, no. on close friend,
44dy.-eson heighbOr),:the.meanbetween the two ."yesw:scores

fOr-that,grOup-e.g.in the example above the
SebrewoUla:betwo falling betweenone and three. :In the
wh3te'.-Sample,'.94.33 percent of the responses recorded were
ill the :expected:quttMan scale order. For the Indian sample,

:91.07 perceri.t Of' the responseS reCOrded were in the expected
Guttman scale order:.



intermarriage between members of their family and other

groups. The,grpups with which they had had contact in the

various situations were listed and the respondents were

.then asked to evaluate the favorability of the contact

with each group in each situaaon. The interviewer ranked

the respondent's evaluation in terms of favorable (l), not

good--not bad (2), and unfavorable (3).

Out of the raw contact data the following informa-

tion can be obtained:

1. A frequency of contact score for each of the

six groups equal to the total number of con-

tacts the sample population has with each

group in all of the four contact situations;

2. it total favorability of contact score for each

of the six groups 'equal to the mean score of

favorability of all contacts with a group

(favorability ranging from one indicating

1
favorable contact through three indicating

unfavorable contact--the lower the score the

more favorable the overall contact);

3. Intimacy of contact as represented by the four

contact situations allowing further insight

into situations in which most contacts with a

particular group occur.

'

Reported frequencyi and favorability
7
of contact

1
Due:primarily tothe-.:sMalLnumber of contacts re7

pOrtedg-the value'-.of :the favorability data was.queStioned
and it':WaS:'dispensed: with inthe final analVsis.



with each droup in each contact situation is available to
be applied in analysis.

The first series of qualitative questions was

-aimed-at discovering stereotypes predominantly held by
Indians and whites. This was done using open-ended ques-
tions. It should be noted that emphasis was placed.on
flexibility of approach and probing when using these
questions. Although the basic inquiry "sow would you
describe " or "What are like" was used,
alteration in woreling and approach were used in order to
elicit the most complete response possible in each case.
It is significant to note here, for examplel.that when in-
terviewing an Indian it 'was not very fruitful to ask how
he would describe whites as the first question in this
section. It was uncomfortable for the interviewer to
suddenly, in essence, ask what the Indian respondent thought
of him. Instead it was better to ask about other groups
first leading up to the Indian respondent's feelings about
whites as a logical extension of the conversation concern-
ing other groups.

A series of questions on self-image were asked in
an attempt to get the respondent's general outlook on his
situation in the community. Questions were asked with
reference to the past, the present, and the future for the
individual and his group. Again, flexibility was the key
o successful technique. This series of questions also

proved to be another avenue by which to approach specific

Irror7r
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incidents involving relations between Indians and whites.

A section .of questions on general policy was in-

cluded in an effort to gain insight into issues relevant

to Indians' and whites' perceptions of one another and

thei i. resulting attitudes and behavior. Specifically,

attitudes toward reservation living and government aid

were sought.

Finally, background variables including sex, age,

occupation, income, education, and religion were recorded.

Tables describing these characteristics of the sampled

popylations (if not included in the text) are found in

Appendix I.

4. gnterview ObservationSchedule

An observation.schedule designed to .oraniZe sys-

tematically and help recall the living'conditions of each

respondent.was attached to the back Of every L.:Iterview

schedule. -It should be emphasized that no preise Conclu-

sions were.either expected. or intended as a result of data

collected by this.instrument. Itather, it was intended

/ merely to draw attention to particular things- in the acme

which might offer clues to each respondent's style of life .

and, overall,.the similarities and .di±'ferences in the

living r.onditiOns of the Indian and white pOpulations. The

schedule took_irery little_ time to fill out immediately

-after IaVing.each respondent, but .by.-heightenincvthe

aWareneSs ofthe.surroundings aided-greatly'

,irr,r",77r'r'T'nPT77.7!r.
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in piecing,together impressions and recalling specific

remarls by individuals.

5. Contact Observation Schedule

This instrument was adapted from Robin Williams'

Cornell Studies. 8 Its purpose here, as in Williams' work,

Was to observe systematically and record contact and inter-

action between groups. Again, no conclusive insights were

expected as a result of this record because as one individual

living in the research area for a very limited period of

time I could not hope to observe a g reat amount of inter-

group contact. On the other hand, the schedule did serve

as a guide in carefully recording in detail the significant

aspects of all contact that could be observed.

6. Field Routine

A 'brief word should be said about the routine of

data collection. A typical day consisted of securing about

three interviews between the hours of ten in the morning

and four in the afternoon. After supper at my campsite I

would sit by the fire with a portable tape recorder and

expand on the notes I had taken during the interviews, dic-

tating eXact quotes as nearly as I could recall them. In

addition, I filled in observation schedules and took notes-

on other events during the day which I felt were relevant
to my research.

a
_See±Robin h. Williams, S..rangers Next Door. (Engle-*ood Cliffs, 1964) Ageendix Er413419.
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CHAPTER V

RESEARCH FiNDINGS

In this chapter the data relevani- to each hypo-
thesis will be presented. The hypothese.:, will be discussed
in the order formulated in Chapter III with no attempt at

[

this point to establjsh important interrelationships between
. findings uncovered by each separate test. A discussion of
the results, integrated and taken as a whole, follows in
Chapter VI.

1. In-Group Preference

Hypothesis I states that there wil.1 be greatest
preference for intiate contact with mr-vabers of on;-7.--,s ova

This was tested by measuring the preference lor
association by whites for five other groups and by Indians
for five other groups using a Bogardus-type social distance
scale. The mean preference for association scores io.t
both white and Indian samples Indicate that individuals in
each group tend to rate their own highest on a scale measur-
ing degrees in intimacy of association. (See Table 4 on
page 65.) Whites rated themselves with a mean score of 1.00
while rating Negroes last of the six groups with a mean
of 2,20. Indians also rated their own group first with a
mean of 1.28 placing Jews at the bottom in preference for
association with a mean of 3 29.

'12
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TABLE 4

PREF,ERENCE FOR ASSOCIATION: R..i\NR ORDER AND
MEAN SCORES FOR EACH S.\MPLE

R a rik

Order

White Samplea

Grouo
Mean
Score

Rank
Order

Indian Sam7leb

Grou2
Mean
Score

1 White Americans 1.00 1 Indians 1.28

'2 French Canadians 1.32 2 White Americans 1.60

3 Jews 1.96 3 .Negroes 2.58

4 I.ndians 2.00 4 French Canadians 2.87

5 Orientals 2.16 5 Orientals 3.00

6 Negroes 2.20 6 Jews 3.29

aN=25

N.25

A noteworthy differeuce between whites and Indians

is that in every case a white respondent assigned his own

group the most intimate preference cot:egory, sh.L.Le thei_

were some Indians who did_ not assign the highest possible

preference for associatiom to their own group. An analysis

of the five casef_ in,Which Indians were not indicated in

the "mould marrv or m.pprove of my children marrying" cate-

gory brings these an-:Imalies into perspective.

TWo'reSpondents were females, age 30 to 40, who

were already marrirA to nolnIndians. 1 Two others were

A
These two rezpondenits proved toybe particularly in-tereating Cse's aind did, therefore, reCeive some additional

.attention in the research. For a furtherdiscussiOn, see
APpendix III on tNe "marginal inan".
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young, unmarried males between 15 and 20, one of whom ex-

pressed a desire to marry an oriental because he had heard

that "orientals make good wives". The other boy said he

would only want to marry a white girl with no reason given.

The fifth case was an unmarried male between 30 and 40 who

worked for Georgia-Pacific Papc:r Company. His interview

indicated an unusual degree of status consciousness and

desire for upward mobility--traits also reflected in his

wish to marry only a white woman, or in his words, "I'd

rather marry out."

In general then, the findings conform to the ex-

pectations of the first hypothesis .

2. Fre cyntimacf Contact and
Preference for Association

Hypothesis II predicts that the greater the frequency

and intimacy of contact, the greater the preference for

association,. Data to test this hypothesis were assembled

by comparing each individual's .dreference for association

with members of an out-group against an index of his fre-

quency and intimacy of contact with that group. Data for

the index were collected by asking respondents what groups,

other than their own, they (their husbands or their child-

ren) came in contact with at work, in school, as neighbors,

or through marriage in their families. The index was

compiled by weighting the four categories of contact ac-

cording to degree of intimacy. Work was scored one, school

two, neighbors three, and marriage four. The overall score
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for each group was madecqual to the sum of the weighted

categories that the respondent indicated for that group.

Thus, if a respondent indicated he had contact with French

Canedians at work and as neighbors his index score for

thgat group would be work (1) plus neighbors (3) equalling

4. The greater the score, the greater the frequency and

intimacy of contact. 2

The frequency-intimacy of contact scores for each

group in both the white and Indian samples were then dicho-

tomized into categories of high and low. The cutting point

for each dichotomy was the point at which the greatest

degree of balance of cases in each category Could be

attained Similarly, within each sample the preference for

association scores ifor each group were dichotomized :into

high alid low categories at the point which yielded the

most balanced dichotomy.

Finally, each indivieual in both samples was

categorized according to his frequency-intimacy of contact

with each group (high or low) and his preference for eszo-

ciation (high or low) with that group, thus yielding a

set of five 2 by 2 contingency tables for each sample. A

total table for each sample was constructed by collapsing

the results for each of the five "others-groups" that white

and Indian respondents were asked about in their interviews.

2The rationale for this scoring is based on research
by Bogardus on social distance. See his articles: Emory S.
Bogardus, "A Social Distance Scale," Sociglocry and Social
Research, XVII (January, 1933), 265-271, and "Race Friendli-
ness and Social Distance," Journal of Applied Socioloca, XI
(January, 1927), 272-287.
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The 2 by 2 tables and the total tables for each sample

appear on pages 69 and 70.

The overall results for the sample of whites in-

dicate a very slight association of no statistical sig-

niAcance between white individuals, frequency-intimacy of

conta6t with out-groups and their preference for association

with them. There is no strong evidence in the white sample

to give the hypothesis positive support, i.e., there is

little association between frequency-intimacy of contact

and preference for association.

Turning to the Indian sample, the results show an

overall moderate association between contact and preference

that is statistically significant at the .02 level. In

this case there is some positive support for the hypothesis,

i.e., in the case of the Indian sample frequency and inti-

macy of contact_is positively related to the degree of

preference for association. Also, there are relatively

few cases in which high contact and low preference occur

together (whites five times, French Canadians four, Negroes

three, and Jews once).

It is important to note the relative concentration

of cases in the low contact side of that dimension in the

total tables

isolation of

Maine. The

for both samples. iihis is a reflection of the

both whites and Indians in Washington County,

overall white proportion of i;igh frequency-

intimacy Of contact was 24, the number categorized low-was

101. The overall Indian proportion along the same dimension
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was 40 high and 76 low. Therefore, one might infer that
the Indians are more cosmopolitan than whites, i.e., a
greater proportion of Indians have had greater frequency-

-in-kimacy of contact with other groups. This can be explained

by two factors. First, more individual Indians have "high"
frequency-intimacy scores= because more- rndi-ans: tham whites

have intermarried with other- groups (particularly Indians
have married whites arid French Canadians)., Second, one in-
formant told me that in the. past Negroes had been among
the members of community service groups iiic1i. c-ome to work

on the reservation drj:ns the: summer. Thus7,, many rndians

have ac-tuaIlv had: re-latively- greater: f:requency;-intilTi acy_ of
contact with Negroes than most whites in- krinceton, .

a.. Visible Physical Difference and
Preference for Association

Hypothesis III states that the greater the. visible
iklystgal difference, the less the pLeference for association

with another group. The first step in testing this hypo-
thesis involve& 'etting_ up: a,- starle= of: rel.-at-aye:- Nil:sib:1e-

physical difference between all combinatioris of the six
groups about whIch attitudes- were:sought in the study.
The -scale was constructed- on- the: bastS5 of my observation

ludgment about- the: group& general

Whtte.-- Fci-.:ench

into a category of relatively little visible physical
difference. It was felt that it is relatively difficurt

strx



to distinguish between memberS of these three groups on

the basis Of physical traits such as complexion o facial

t
f eatur es

Negroes and Orientals fell into a category of great

visible physical difference--bOth between one another

and the three "white" groups: white Americans, French

Canadians and Jews.

The Indian,.as a group, fell into a category of

moderate visible physical difference when compared to

the other five. My observations of Passamaquoddy Indians

in Maine revealed that many are very close to whites in

physical appearance. This is, of course, due in part to

racial mixing; but even many alleged full-blooded Indians
of the Tribe looked quite Caucasian. On the other hand,

there were some with decidedly Negroid complexions and

slight Negroid features. One respondent told me a story of
how her husband used to get along exceptionally well with

a group of Negroes they met while potato picking because

the Negroes thought he was, in her words, "one of them".

Finally, the oriental cast of the Indian, attesting to his

Mongoloid origins, is definitely evident in many Passe-

maquoddy. 3

A graphic presentation of-the physical visibility

relationships appears below.

3For a brief discussion oftheories of the American
Indian's Mongoloid origins, see Peter Farb, Man's Rise to
Civilization; pp. 225-227.
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Figure 1

Visible Physical Differences Among the Six Groups

French

White American
.

Canadian
IL .

U. orr-
aew

.

ro

Oriental

Xittle visible physical difference
moderate_vi0Ille physical difference
great visible _physical difference

Taking white samp4e fixst., we would expect

according to the operationalized hYPthesis that the least

difference in. prefe_cenee be between white Americans,

French Canadians and aews, (Consistent with Hypothesis I

we would expect white Americans to Choose themselves first.)

The expectation is compared with the results of the

preference for association scale below.

TABLE 7

EXPECTED AND OBSERVED RESULTS-IN THE TEST
HYPOTHEaIS I1X .F(Z3!

_

-

-Least
Difference

Moderate
Difference

.Greatest
-Difference

Expected Order of
-Preference

White,AMeriCan
Trench Canadian
aeWs

01..served Order of

White American
rrench Canadian
4PwS

Indian

OF

Mean
Score

Oriental: Qx:-1-ental

Negro Negro

1.00
1.32
1.96

2.00

2.16

2.20
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The rank order correlation between the expected

order and the observed order is a perfect 1.00. The re-

sults indicate that there is a high correlation between

.th degree of visible physical difference between whites

and other groups and the preference for association whites

in the sample express for the other groups.

Expectations for the Indians' preferens r afEso-

ciation based on physical difference are somewhttaffc=ent.

We would first expect the Indian to place himsel± nfirst in

. preference for association based on the prediction of

Hypothesis I. But since the Indian has been in e

category of moderate visible physical difference 2-...mtweem

himself and each of the other groups, we would gredict that

the other groups will be placed'in random order without

respect to visible physical difference. Since the Indian

as a group, falls in between all of the other groups it is
c

.predicted-that as a group Indians' preference for asso-

ciation with other groups would be ordered witheu .refer-

.
ence to.- their physical differences from him, or betweer:._

one another..

.The expectations and observed results appear below.
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TABLE 8

.EXPECTED AND OBSERVED RESULTS IN THE TEST OF
41Y2OTHESIS III FOR THE INDIAN.SAEPLE

Expected Order of
Preference

Indian,
followed by a
random order
without respect
to visible
physical difference
or similarity.

Observed Order of
Preferer-..e

.Mean
Store

Indian 1,28

White American 1.60

Negro .2:58

French Canadian 2,87

Oriental

Jew 1,29

Although no rank order was predicted in this ease,

one can see that,as a group,persons in the Indiall Sample

were not particularly guided by consistency of viSible

physical appearance as a factor contributing to preference

for association. Negroes interject between white Americans

and French Canadians while Orientals come between French

Canadians and Jews. As predicted, because of the Indica-is,

more "neutral" position in the visible physical appearance

scheme of things, he is "neutral" in the way he SelectS hii

preference for association according to physical criteria.

Therefore overall the results are positive don-=

firming the hypothesis. Where vlsible physical differende

is great, there:1s less preferende fez. assoCiatiOn While

similar physical appearance is apparently assodiated with

greater preference for association. Where visible- physidal

dirference iS moderate-and-Somewhat eqUal between groups,
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it becomes a negligible factor ill predicting relative pre-

ference for association.

4.. Perceived Socio-Economic Status and
Preference for Asssociation

'Hypothesis IV reads the lower the perceived socio-

economic status of a group, the li.:)'wer the preference for

that pyp. To test this hypothesis a procedure was followed

similar to that used in testing Hypothesis II. Bach in-

dividual's preference for association with members of another

group was compared with his perception of that group's

socio-economic status. Relative perception of socio-economic

status was derived by asking the respondent to order cards, -

each bearing the name of one of the six groups, according

to how he thought the groups were doing in terms of money,

power iand influence.
4 The groups were scored from 1 (highest

SES) through 6 (lowest SES).

The scores of perceived socio-economic status for

each group in both the white and Indian samples were then

dichotomized into high and low categories. The cutting

points for each dichotomy were based on the point at which

the number of cases in the two categories were most nearly

equal. The preference for association scores for each

group were also dichotomized into high and low categories

the point which yielded the most balanced dichotomy.

Each individual in both samples was then tabulated

according to his rating of Socio-economic status for each

4Ties would have been permitted In the individual
rankings, but in no case in which a respondent answered this
question did he suggest that two or more groups might be
ranked equally.

,k

r47"7:177:54777'.777,7.17,7,777r757
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out-group (hig. ":)x low) and.his preference for associatiOn:

(high or low) with each group, .thus yielding .five 2 by. 2:

contingency tabla for each sample. Again, a total tablt,E

.for each zample was.compiled by collapsing the resulfs:for::

each-.of:"the7five.lothers.-_-groups"that_white andIndian 'snsppn-

dents-rated in.their interviews. The .2 by 2 tables and-2ithe:

.total'tables fez- each_sample.appear:on pages 78 and.79:

Theresults5in:.the.:whitesample:indicate,very.li5ww

associationsbetweenperceptiOm.of-jsocior.economic:stattss

.-andpreference,f0r:association.. -Iz:.7the:table.shOwing. all:

-gruups-combinedthe,zcell:freqt!encies:arequite:evenlybh1;.---

anced:-giVing:.aassociatiennof-:: 130;. Thuswith.:.regprd(3t0c

.the.whitesampewe_mustrecordr.aLdefinite,negative_finding.:.

The:Jridian.samplei.on:the other hand, provides-

someevidence in:favor of.the.origlmal.hypothesis.

be:seenfrom. theltotaltable,,there is.a:moderate, sta
tistically:significant association between-perceived socidt-,

.economic status and preference for assoCiatiOn.. The Q_

associatiOm..of17.05E'iSssignifiCapt-.:at'.onlyy.the.24:levell.

TheLresultlisInoti,therefore,,very.conclusive;.at-the.veryy

b'estaaslight,tendency:as:predicted4ntheoriginalhyppe,-

thesiS5isindicated:,

Th.ersults' indi-

Catethat.:14hitesl perceptions of::SESand.preference.for.:-,

associationarenOt.Ysignificantly:related:toOnenother4,

theciase.Of'Indians samples perception of SES
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preference for aesociation are moderately associated at a

fairly low level of significance according to the predietions

of the original hypothesis.

5. Perceived Competition and Preference
for Association

Hypothesis V deals with 'somewhat More-qualitative

-variables than the foregoing hypotheses. It states that

the more intense the perceived competition between. groups,

the less the prpference for association and the creater the

'hostilLtz. "Perceived competition between groups" refers

to the way in which individuals belonging to different

groups feel threatened by one another as they attempt to

gain jobs, power and prestige. The test of this hypothesis

was, then, to discover what groups 'were in economic com-

petition-in the area; attempt to assess the intensity of te

competition; and, record signs of hostility between groups.

Preference for association, as expressed in the populationst'

samples, could be later compared with these findings.

There were three groups in the Princeton area sub-

ject to observation: white Americans, French Canadians

and Indians. All ok the individuals from these three groups

were theoretically competing for a limited number of jobs. 5

With a Countywide- unemployment rate Of around II percent, 6

5The other groups about which attitudes were measured
in the white and Indian populations were never indicated as
competitors in the area because, as reflected in the lack of
contact whites and Indians had with them, Jews, Negroes and
Orientals were virtually non-existent in Washington County.

6
Marapower Resources in Washington County, p. 4.
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numerous comment by both whites and Indians that jobs were

at a premium seemed justified. In spite of this, the per-

ceived competition between Indians and whites, from each

other's point of view, for these limited jobs was low in

light of my expectations. I never recorded, nor do I

recall hearing either an Indian or'a white making a state-

ment implying perceived economic competition between the

two groups.

Also, there did not seem to be the mutual animosity

between Indians and whites that one would expect under such

depressed economic conditions, nbtwithstanding the separa-

tion of Indian Township from Princeton, language difference,

and other cultural barriers. Indians, in fact, showed pre-

ference for association with whites only after their own

group. Whites placed Indians third in preference after

themselves, but on the whole did not express feelings that

Indians were a threat to their superior socio-economic

status as individuals or a group; nor did they tend to

express overt hate or hostility toward Indians.

By the same token, whites did not appear to per-

ceive a gLeat deal of competition between themselves and

French Canadians. Most . whites who coMmented on their

relationships with French Canadians acknowledged them to

7There is, here, a distinction between hate or
hostility and distaste or desire to 'avoid association.
This becomes apparent in Chapter VI.
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be "woods workers" who were employed in lumber camps cut-
ting pulp for the Georgia Pacific paper mill. It was com-
manly accepted by whites that lumbering operations were the
natural domain of French Canadians while their own "place"
.was tb iaan or supervise the paper making process once the
trees were on the wood-hauling trucks. Thus, perceived
COLTIpetition of whites with French Canadians was quite low.
Whites placed French Canadians after themselves in pre
ference for asSociation and consistently characterized
them in interviews as "hard working" "good fellas",

"exceptionally.neat and clean in the lumber camps", "skialed
at their work", and "They don't speak English, but they
earn their own living--not like the Indians."

A few Indians interviewed perceived intesne com-
petition between themselves and French Canadians. 8 This
,appears to be because Indians generally consider "woods
work" to be their natural and rightful employment as well.
Particularly,with regard to pulp cutting being done on
Indian Township, the Passamaquoddy expressed resentment
that the paper company was using French Canadian crews.
Several Indians engaged in rather lengthy condemnations
of French Canadians highlighting the perceived threat of

8
. Although most Indians refused to express theirfeelings about other groups during formal interviews, I amconfident that I got an accurate picture of their variousattitudes in more informal conversations when I was minusmy clipboard and pen. Such relevant conversations wererecorded in ink or on tape after the fact.
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this group to their upward mobility and the general hosti-

lity which resulted. In response to "How would you describe

French 9anadians?" one Indian male said the following:
-

If French Canadians are on a job they'll work
other People and the Indians out. The French
Canadians give the others a rough time. I've had
lots of experience with 'um--when they're on a job
they want all Frenchmen. . . .

It's hard for Indians to get jobs the same as
anyone cle. It's hard to get jobs before French
Canadians. The problem is that we're on tha border.
The State leases the land to the paper companies
and the companies bring in Frenchmen to work. We
can't get jobs.

'On white Americans the same man said:

There's good and there's bad. I can only
speak well of 'um myself. White bosses have always
Used me fine.

In response to "What do you think can be done to

improve white and Indian relations in this...area?" another

Indian respondent replied:

More Indians should be working in the mills.
Sometimes a high school diploma is required and this
has stopped Indians in the past. French Canadians
were hired though only with a fifth-grade education.
The problem is discrimination.

Here whites are perceived to be above the competition, they

are, instead privileged to discriminate amongst the

competitors.

Therefore, with regard to this hypothesis we must

conclude that in cases it was possible to record, intense

perceived competition is associated with lowered prefer-.

once for association and increased hostiity.

92

It Must, of
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course, be acknowledged that these findings only represent

the barest indications validating the hypothesis because

the only mutual feelings measured were between white and

Indians.

6. "Fair_Cp_pRetition" and Economic Gains

Hypothesis VI reads: If a .group in American society
_

is perceived to make economic and/or status gains through_
means other than what is defined as o-oen, "fair competition",

then that gLcup and the system aiding that group. will be

subjfct to derogation hi the other 91.12.oups in the society.

This hypothesis was constructed specifically to deal with

whites' perceptions of Indians as "wards of the State" and

the whites' subsequent reactions to the Indians and the

system that results. However, it was suspected that addi-

tional evidence to support (or deny) the hypothesis might

come in the form of favorable impressions of groups that

were perceived to be competing openly and fairly.

One indication of white attitudes toward Indians

receiving aid is in Table 11 on page 85. In response to

the question: "Do you think Indians should receive more

government aid in education, health, job training and so

onr, a small majority of whites answered "no". As one

would expect, the vast majority of Indians responded "yes"

to this question. :-On theother baud, inresponse to .the

question: i."Do you think white people should-receive this

kind-of aid'in education; health job-training and so on?"

93



.TABLE 11

RESPONSES TO QUESTION 13 OF THE INTERVIEW
; SCHEDULE

.85

:0- -

Do You'think IndianSshouid receive rrior"e-gevernment aid
in education, hea1th, job::training and sO:on?

Yes

No

No response

Whites

' 10

13

.TABLE 12

RESPONSES TO QUESTION .14 OF THE INTERVIEW.
SCHEDULE

Do. youthink .white*people shoUld receive this kind of
'aid in education, -health, job training and so-on?
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whites and Indians both tended to answer in the affirmative.

(See Table 1j oil page 85.) Thus, according to the evidence

in these samples, Indians would favor government aid to

whi.ees more than whites favor additional aid to Indians.

Attitudes on this issue become clearer when

examining interview discussions with whites about government

aid to Indians. The following quotes were taken from six

different interviews with whites.
9 They are representative

al the opinions of the vast majority of white people 'with

Whom I talked as part of the interview sample; and- .0±77the

more informal conversations with others in Princeton,

Some Indians should receive aid just like v77...:ctes
with large families. But many able bodded Indian
get aid and don't work. It makes 'um Lazy.

Indians should receive aid'il they help them-
selves. Here they take the aid and don't work.

The Indians should work like everyone else.'
That's half their trouble--they've been given money
too long. . . Less government aid to the Indians
would improve white and Indian relations.

(The same respondent said) Whites shOuld be
given more aid.

The government should stop giving them (Indians)
money. They should work if they want to become
worthy American citizens. They don't give a hoot if
they graduate from school or not--they know the
government will take care of them. The older they
get,.the less they care.

(The same respondent said) The poor whites should
receive this kind of aid.

'IndiansShouldn4t receive more aid. They spend
it on:lielUer7,-but anyone in:real need should:receive

lunless indicated otherwise, throughout Chapters v
emd VI when a series of .quote6 from respondents are listed
relatiVe to a singl&r)oint, each quote comes from a'differ-

respondent. 'Quotes in each case are chosen as rep-
resentatiVe.of, grout) feelings as I judged thew.
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help. Look at George Stevens (an Indian). He has
17 children and refuses State help. That family has
the best dressed childrm and the cleanest house on
the StriP.

They (Indians) shouldn't receive more aid. All
healthy Indians ought to work. All some want td do
lis raise kids--they get so.much money for each kid.
That's bad.

yhile these statements reflect the dominant feeling

that "far competition" and the "proper way to live" means

working hard for one's prosperity and respect,
10

they do

not necessarily reflect any severe condemnation of the

Indians or the system which is perceived to support them.

Instead, 4)n the part of most white respondents there seemed

to be: 1. a distaste for Indian unemployment, drunkenness,

and generally very low status; 2. ambivalence about wheth'er

Indians are to blame entirely on their own, or whether

their condition has been 'created" through no particular

fault of theirs as a result of dependency on the State over

the years; and, 3. a-somewhat fatalistic attitude that

things have be n the same for years and probably won't

change in the future.

Therefore, this hypothesis is only mildly supported

by the data. It did, however, draw attention to the a6-

commodating attitudes on the.part of both whites and Indians

which have characterized their relationships ov7,7 the years.

Elaboration on these attitudes, as well as a discussion of

presented.in this chapter are found in:
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CHAP.TER VI

DISCUSSION'OF THE FINDINGS

'An Analysis:of Social Distance-Differences.
Between the.White tvInd Indian Smples

.

.88

. anlysis of the uhite sample shoed that for

individuals in this group preference for association with

.other racial-ethnic groups L not associated w±th either

frequency-intimacy of contact or perceived socio-economic

status. On the other hand, data from Indians interviewed

did show noderate-associations between preference for asso-

ciation with other racial-ethnic groups and both frequency-

intimacy of contact and perceived socio-economic status of

the other groups. An additional possible relationship using

these three variables is the association between frequency-

intimacy of contact and percpptiOn Of socio-economic status.

Tables 13 and 14 on pages 89 and 90 indicate that

in both the white and Indian samples frequency-intimacy of

contact with other groups and the perceptions.of the others-

groups, socio-economic statuses are not significantly

associated. In other words, in both samples these two

:variab1e8,.areapparently independent of One_another. Thus,

between the three

s displayed in the figures
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In light of these results, the variable of visible

physical difference be.zomes an imporant factor. In the

white sample preferenc,.?; for association and visible physical

difference were found to be highly associated. Whites ex-.

pressed degree of prefarence for association with other

racial-ethnic groups enactly as one would expect using degrees

of visible physical (ij-c---ference as the expectation criteria.

The Indian sample ex=r:essed preference for association accord-

ing to the expected :pattern based on the Indians' ambivalent

position with regard to their visible physical difference

from the other racial-ethnic groups. Indians in the sample

did not, apparently, rely on visible physical differences or

similarities in any consistent way as a determinant of pre-

lerence for associa-ion.

This evidenceMeads to the following conclusions

about the differing faos)rs contributing to social distance
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among individuals in the white and Indian populations. The

primary component of social distance attitudes of preference

for association between whites and other racial-ethnic

groups is visible physical difference; or, in othel- words,

ra,.ial characteristics. The contributing components of

social distance attitudes in the Indian sample--between

themselves and other groups-were frequency-intimacy of con-

tact, and to a less reliable degree Perception of socio-

economic status. An additional factor in the Indian sample

'appeared to be the perceived competition between themselves

and the French Canadians; a factor which probably added to

lowered preference for association with that group and some

hostility expressed toward it.

2. The Possibility'. of Racism

Pierre L. van den-Berghe supplies our definition

of racism.

Racism is any set of beliefs that organic,
genetically transmitted differences (whether real or
imagined) between human groups are intrinsically
associated with the presence or the absence of certain
socially relevant abilities or characteristics, hence
that such differences are a .legitimate basis of in-
vidious distinctions between groups socially defined
as races. . . . It is not the presence of objective
phyaical differences between groups that creates races,
but the social recognition of sucti differences as
socially significant or relevant.-L

In :light of the findings of this research, is it pro-

per-to conclude that tile white population of Princeton,

Maine is racist?

pierre L. van den Berghe, Race and Racism:_, A Com-
Parative Perspective (New York: John-Wiley and Sons, 1967),
P. 11.

10 1
.
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Raci7m is takeri here to include a particular set of

bttitudes
which flow out of cultural norms and valuesin-

cluding norms and'values that are held in common throughout

a whole society beyond even the siDecific situations in

ich hey might regularly find 'application in behavior. In
vh t

vashingten County, Maine, white Americans make judgments

about their preference to associate with various out-grouos

largely on the basis of the norms and values of white,

Anglo-Saxon, Protestant dominated American culture as a

'whole.
2 Even though Princeton's whites may have never had

contact with Jews, Negroes, or Orientals they are guided

in their choices by inner feelings which say this or that

characteristic is socially relevant to a judgment about the

groups. In this isolated corner of the United States,

American culture has imbued white individuals with a high

consciousness of racial differences when delineating an ac-

ceptable degree of social distance (in terms of preference

for association) between themselves and another person.

_Passamaquoddy Indian culture, on the other hand,

has apparently dictated that its participants largely ignore

racial characteristics as a determinant of attitudinal

social di6tance. Race appears to be a socially irrelevant

characteristic. The Passamaquoddy instead judged varying

4egrees of social distance on the basis of other fctors

includingl frequency7intimacy of contact, and Itó a less

2The-importance of.-the Protestant Ethie among
PrincetOn;:swhites is a residUal theme running through data
pres'ented in this-.chapter.
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certin degree) perception of socio-economic status and

intensity of perceived competition with other groups.
\

_One could charge Princeton's white population as

1eing racist only insofar as respondents in the sample ref-
?

lected that race was important in determining their predis-

ppLp_as to act, specifically expressed in terms of °reference

for association. If "By 'racism' we mean the predication of

decisions and policies on considerations of race for the

purpose of subordinating a racial group and maintaining

control over that group," 3 then there are no grounds in the

findings of this research to declare that white Americans in

Princeton are racist. If it is firmly in mind that racism

refers to "invidious distinctions between groups socially

defined as races," no matter what the expression of those

distinctions--verbal or behavioral--, then one must conclude

that the findings lean toward indications of racism in

the white Princeton community. 4

3. Limitations of the Findinas

The first major limitation of this research has

already been touched upon. The study deals primarily with

3Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, Black
Power: The.Politics of Liberation in Amerlca(New York:
Random House, 1967), p. 3

4In broadest perspective, this is supported in the
Renort of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Dis-
orders (NewYorki Bantam Books, 1968), p. 10. "Race Pre-
judice has shaped our history decisively; it threatens to
affect our future. White racism is essentially responsibJe
for the explosive mixture which has been accumulating in our
cities since the end of World War XI."

103
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scl.t!tudes--not behavior.
5 This distinction is important

because there is evidence that a person may designate one

type of attitude verbally and, when confronted with a

particular situation in which that attitude might apply,

behave in an entirely different way. Bernard :Kutner, et a .

found in a study comparing verbal or written responses to

questions implying inter-racial contact with the behavior

by the same respondents in the actual situation, that

11 the mode of dealing with a minority group member

whose presence 'violates' culturally established norms

varies widely. Discriminatory treatment is minimized when

challenged in a direct face-to-face situation, but is Maxi-

raized when proposals to 'violate' group norms are suggested."6

In the record I kept of contacts I observed between groups

while doing the field research, there were no specific in-

cidents or series of incidents that either conflicted with

or gave strong support for the generally consistent attitudes

expressed in the twenty-five interviews from each population.

5The necessary distinction here is clearly des-
cribed in R. T. La Piere, "Attitudes Versus Actions," Sopial,
Forces, XIII (December 1934), 230-237. "All measuremenL of
attitudes by the questionnaire technique proceeds on the
assumption that there is a mechanical relationship between
symbolic and non-symbolic behavior. It is simple enough to
Prove that there is no necessary correlation between speech
and action,.between response to words and to the realities
they symbolize." (p. 231)

6 -

B. Kutner, Carol Willcins, and Penny R. Yarrow,
"Verbal Attitudes and Overt Behavior Involving Racial Pre-
judice," Journal of Abnormal Social Psychology:, XLVII (July
1952), 651-652.
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A second limitation has to do with linguistic prob-

lems in cross-cultural research, Sociologist Allen Grimshaw

bas-noted.that "there is FA growing interest (perhaps it

would be more accurate to say a rediscovery of earlier in-

terests) in the sociological meaning of certain aspects of

language, particularly speech, behavior."* In a contribu-

tioa to this revival he pays special attention to language

as an obstacle in sociological research, particularly in

research across cultural or subcultural boundaries. His

observations are pertinent to this reoort because of the

clear possibility of misinterpretation and error inherent in

administering and comparing results of essentially the same

interview scheule applied to samples from distinctly differ-

ent subcultures.

Although all respondents interviewed, both Indians

and whites, spoke English fluently, the comparability of

the data is not beyond question. As Grimshaw notes:

The total communicative act through which the
social researcher attempts to obtain information in-
volves much more than the semantic aspects of
lexical selection, syntactiCal context, and phono-
logical variation. There are, first, a variety of
para-linguistic behaviors in tonal, rhythmic and
other differentiations within the utterance itself.
In addition to the semantic differentiation that can
be carried by such variation, we must be attuned to
the subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) meanings
conveyed by gesture and facial expression. This
highly differentiated complexity in communication

*
Allen D. Grimshaw, "Sociolinguistics and the

Sociologist," T4e American Sociolocist, No. 4, IV (November
1969)c 312.
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reflects behavioral norms that are themselves selected
by the status of participants in the communicative
interaction, by the setting and occasion of inter-
actions anct by its content.**

This problem was anticipated at the outset of the

data collection, but pre-testing and visits to the Indian

community led to a decision to proceed with the study.

Ideally, a great amount of time and effort might have been

expended to minimize the contaminating effects of differing

Indian and white interpretations of the same interview

questions and, even, differing responses to the interview

situation. Economic and time restrictions were factors

in the failure to explore further the precise depth of this

problem.

While the data collection was going on there was

a conscious attempt to be alert to communicative breakdcwus,

yet on no occasion was i4 ovA.ous to the researcher that

the communicative process between himself and the Indian

respondents was severely impaired. Nevertheless, the

subtlety and complexity of the potential problem does not

preclude the possibility that some of the results might

-be-called into question on-this basis.

Ibid./ p. 318. See pp. 319-321 of this article
for a bibliography dealing with this issue.
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Third, the samples are small. 7
There is always

.the possible.risk that both populations were not, as a group,

representative,: of the total. On the other hand, the selec-

tions ware made as randomly as possibly umder the circum-
,

stanceS.
8

The findings cannot, of couni,e, -)e, generalized

yond the relatively small populations from which the

samples were drawn. There is, therefore, a need to replicate

the study on a much larger, diversified scale in order to

confirm the study's conclusions beyond the boundaries of

Princeton and Indian Township.

A fourth aspect one must be aware of is the rela-

tively small size of the associations among the variables.

The highest Q,association of .439 between Indians' frequency-

intimacy of contact and preference for association does noi-

by any means provide overwhelming, clear-cut evidence of the

hypothesized relationship in spite of its s..t.atisticel sig-

nificance at the .02 level. The .305 Q association between

Indian perceived SES and preference is even less conclusive

with a statistical significance of .20. The interpretation

of the non-statistioal significance of these two indicators

is based on the extremely low associations of the other

possible relationships in comparison to them. Thus, one

should read the statistical findings as offering the barest

indications and not absolutely substantiated conclusions.

Small refers to absolute figures.. Proportionately,
the samples were 3% of the tOtal white population, and 10%
of the total Indian IpopUlation.

8
See Chapter IVe pp. 54-63.
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A -fifth limitation is drawn from a careful look

into just how great the degree of differences in social

distance attftudes were. More precisely, what is the sub-

jective significance in differences between the mean scores

of pi-eference for association compiled from the two samples?

In the white sample the mean scores of preference

for association ranged from 1.01 indicating a unanimous

affirmative response to the question "Would you marry into

(group x) or approve-of your children marrying into (it)?",

.te 2.20 which falls between "would be willing to have as a

close friend" and "would have as a next door neighbor". In

the Indian sample the mean scores ranged from 1.28 (i.e.,

between "marriage" and "a close friend") to 3.29 which falls

between "would have as a next door neighbor" and "would

work with at my job". Thus, the distinctions between the

varying degrees of mean preference for association fall in

tht: more intimate half of the seven item scale. 9

This distribution .apparently indicates generally

favorable attitudes--as expressed in terms of preference

for associationtoward all of the five "others-groups" the

two samples were questioned about. There is also the pro-

bability that these expressed "good feelings" reflect the

general reluctance of respondents to show disfavor with any

.9
The mean preference scores and the range of

responSes for eadh.group in both samples are found in
Appendix I, TableB.
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group'while conversing with one who is armed with pen and

interview,`and has introduced himself as a social researcher.

In support of the findings, it is well to emphasize

that the primary concern was with differences in preference

for association, frequency-intimacy of contact, and percep-

tion of secio-econemic status. The research was designed

only to deal with hypotheses in terms of "greater than" or

."less than". It was not designed to test exact quality or

intensity of feelings or attitudes. The differences betwr,en

the mean preference for association scores of the olht-groups

and the in-group in each sample are statistically significant

with the excepLion of the Indians' preference for associa-

tion with whites. 10

4.. The tthnic Factor

It was jrlied above that differences between whites

and Indians in Washington County are more than racial--they,

are cultural as well. This section is i brief discussio:

of the factors other than race which.serve to differentiate

white Americans and Passamaquoddy, and ultimately, affect

the-differing social distance perceptions, attitudes, and

behavior of the twe populations.

The most c:evious factor is segregation. Whites in

Maine live in towns :much the same as most Americans across

the country. India=s, on the other hand, live on what most

whites and Indians refer to as "the Point", "the Township",

10
See Appe5..x I, Tables C-1, C-2.
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or uthereservation"'. There is nothing inherently wrong

vith living on a "reservation" except for the fact that if

one lives there as an Indian it means that he is basically

something very different from the whites who live in towns
,

arc;und him. Whites recognize this, Indians recognize it

as well. Different Passamaquoddy interviewed said why they

stay on the reservation in the following ways.

The reservation is for Indians--its where they
should stay.

To keep our customs and language.

It's been that way for a long time--so the Tribe
won't be demolished.

It's hard to live in the city without money.

They can't get along with white people--we're
better off by ourselves.

It's better for the older people--they vet State
checks here. I've got: to take care of. My people.

They should stay because it
born and .our people are here.

s where they were

Here we live in peace--there's no trouble.

Indians should keep.. building up. Down at
Pleasant Point they're losing the Indian language--
in.Old Town they don't even speak the language now.
My kids will learn to speak Passamaquoddy. (A 14
year-old girl). 5

If we don't stay here, we,11 lose the land to
whites.

We want to keep up our ancestors. Once an.
Indian, .always an Indian.

I'd get away7-ifJ could.. (A 15 year-old boy).

These comments and.Table 15 below demonstrate

the overwhelming desire of most Indians to remain on the

110
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reserVation as a Tribe. The Passamao:uoddy tend to look

upan themselvpsas a cultural entity. 3.1

TABLE 15

4TTITUDES ON RESERVATION LIVING

Do you think: Indians should remain together on. a Township?

Whites Indians

Y es 12 23
No 10 2

No Response 3 0

A second cultural factor is language. Virtually all

Passamaquoddy in Indian Township are bilingual speaking

Passamaquoddy and English. Passamaquoddy is considered by

most to be the "mother-tongue", although I was told by'

several older people that younger Thdians do not all speak

it well. Nevertheless, most Indi1 do have an accent to

their English speech that is usually both slight and pleas-

ant to the ear. The native language, is, as can be seen

from some of the comments quoted above a source of pride

and identity. I heard Passamaquodey spoken about one-third

11
There is even ethnocentrism amongst Indian groups.

For example, one Indian commented to me about his fellow
Maine Indians, the Penobscots: "Th...)se Old Town Indians
Won't have anything to do with us unless they come ask usfor a favor, The Passamaquoddy never ask them for help.
They've even lost their language down there. The trouble
With them is that they want to be like white men."
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of the. time I. was within ear-shot of Indians on the Town-

ship. I was told that it was spoken "CLuite a bit in the 'home"

and, therefore, r would judge that Passamaquoddy is spoken

considerably more than English in the :absence of whites.17

Religion is another factor which distinguishes

Indians from the surrounding white communities--particularly

Princeton. The Indians are all Catholic (although the mission

priest pointed out to me that not all are "active"), while

most whites in Princeton are Congregational, Baptist, or

claim no membership in a church. 13
The religious faiths

represented in the two samples are found in Table 16.

TABLE 16

RELIGIOUS FAITHS INDICATED IN THE TWO Silli72LES

.17

White Indian

Baptist 8 0

Catholic 2 25

Cdngregational 7 0

None Indicated 8 0

The religious factor also enters into educational

differences between the two populations. There is a

State supported school, grades 1 through 8, on Peterpana

Point that ig taught by Catholic -aims. Thus, all Indians

are given a parochial education virtually in their own-
12 .Tais is generally confirmed in the Unitarian

Universalist Service Committee RA:gort of Walter Eoulton,
leader of the UUSC summer work project at Peter Dana Point,
Indian Township (1966), p. 1.

13There were two Catholics in the white sample, with
both noting that they viere among a very small minority in
Princeton.'
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backyards over the first eigbt years of.their academic

lives, while'all whites in Princeton attend the public

school run by the Town.

0 Less easy to measure and record are the subtle

customs, legends, beliefs, and ways of doing things that

are uniquely Passamaquoddy. Many of these have blended

into the effects of white culture on the Tribe. For ex-

ample, while I was carrying out the field research, a

Tribal member residing in Boston committed suicide while

being held in a City jail. His body was transported to

Peter Dana Point for burial. Following the grave side

Catholic rites at the interment, an elderly Passamaquoddy

woman and man sang an Indian funeral dirge. It was as

much a part of the ceremony as the preceding Catholic

funeral ritual.

5. The Passamaccuoddy_"Culture of Poverty"

The differences in traditional cultural variables

such as language and religion add to the racially dis-

tinguishing characteristics between Indians and whites.

Indians and whites are, in fact, two racial-ethnic grouos

in contact. But there are additional variables beyond race

and ethnicity which create a gulf between the two groups--

particularly from the point of view of whites. Indians

live in. what Michael Harrington has coined "a culture of

poverty. 14

14
Michael Harrington, The Other America (New York:

The Macmillan Company, 1963), p. 15.

,
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It is far beyond the scope of this research to
describe adequtely, much less explore, causes and
remedies'for Passamaquoddy poverty. As suggested in the
firs:t chapter, many economic problems stem from the more
general economically depressed condition oi Washington
County. Nevertheless, some of the resulting humiliation
and attendant social problems bear mention, particularly
as they are reflected in white perceptions of Indians,
and the resulting attitudes and behavior in both groups.

Welfare dependency is endemic in Indian Township.
The Maine Department of Indian Affairs outlay for the
entire Passamaquoddy Tribe (Indian Township, population
221 and Pleasant Point, population 484) during the period
1965-66 is presented be:'.ow.

TABLE 17

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS OUTLAY FOR THEPASSAMAMODDY 'TRIBE:, 1965-66a

Food $ 35,244.00
Medical Care

35,192.00
Hospital Care

16,080.00
Clothing

9,744.00
Transportation 5,844.00
Fuel

3 208_.00
Total

$105,312.00
a
Source: -Maine Commissioner of Indian Affairs,Edward C. Hinckley.

c.at
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In addition, 55 to 60 percent of the overall Passamaquoddy

population on both reservations receives Public Assistance

from the State Department of Health and Welfare which in-
.

eludes: aid to Dependent Children, kid to the Blind, Old

Agb Assistance, and Aid to the'Disabled. 15
In 1967, it was

reported that "In Indian Township, there are . six who

receive Old-Age Assistance; five who receive Aid to the

Disabled; and one who receives Rid to the Blind". 16

With.regard to another form of welfare payment,
5.6% of the population of Washington County was
receiving AFDC payments: in Indian Township, 54.7%of the children received such payments. This fact
emphasized the critical importance of welfare pay-
ments and of welfare policy to the Indian Township
community, on a purely economic level. The psycho-
logical implications are more obvious, but less
quantifiable.17

The white perception of the heavy reliance of the

Indian population on State assistance programs is reflected

in the following quotations from interviews.

The Indians get a good break as far as the State
goes. Too many of 'um are lazy.

Indians are a poorer class of people; they live
off the State. Some do work. .Once they get away
from here they're better off. It's just the environ-
ment they're brought up in.

Indians take State checks and drink it up. If they
can afford to buy a Cadillac they should afford to

15
From an Interview with Indian Agent, Horace Weston,July 10, 1968.

16
George La Porte (sociologist and psychologist),

"Sociological and Economic Aspects," Unitarian Universalist
Service Commit'cpe Renort, professional staff, Indian Town-ship Summer Project (1967)0 p. 3,

17
Ib1d., pp. 3-4,
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buy grub for themselves. They shouldn't get any
more money for food when they get a check which theydrink. Why can't they .repair their houses or buy

.

beds7.

The majority of Indians disrespect the law. They
have no pride. They'll be drunk in the middle of
the road when the welfare checks come. They have
dirty homes and they're dirty people.

Alcoholism is a severe problem among the Indians

at Peter Dana Point. Although I did not attempt to keep an

accurate count of people whom I saw drunk, there was no

question that even in the day, during which I spent most

of my .time on the reservation, excessive drinking was often

in evidence. A report in 1966 noted that "About half of

the homes at Pe-cer Dana Point shelter at least one person

who could be termed either an alcoholic or a heavy drinker,

and some of them cont,.._i more than one, It is not uncommon

for those who drink to stay drunk ifor days or eve:-: weeks.

Forthose who work, this normally means loss of a job and

the necessity of finding a new one."18 My general impressions

during my stay at the Township support these-statements.

Appendix II presents one brief analysis of this problem

amongst the Passamaquoddy which seems, in light of my ob-

.servations, to be very credible and insightful.

The white comments on Indian drinking were extremely

common. Two examples would be the following statements.

If the drinking problem was solved it might help
Indian-white relations. Indians will sell their
possessions in order to aet money to buy liquor.

18
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee Report,

p. 6.
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Nost'of the.time Indians are good. But y.x.2. cive
'Um a little spirits and that's a horse of a different
color.

A number of white respondents-told stories of "boot-

-leggingu out on the Point. Two respondents insisted that

the_lodal grocery stores were forced to remove vanilla ex-

tract from the shelves because Indians craving liquor, but

unable to get to the nearest liquor store, stole it when

they were in Princeton to "get high on".

Indians, themselves, were very conscious of excessive

alcohol consumption among them in their group,- and some of

those interviswed expressed their feelings.

(Male, 16-20 ycars old): Indians aren't doing
well today. There's a lot of drinking and dope.

(Female, ovea: 60 years old): Things were better
in the old days. These new people axe drunk all the
time.

(Female, 15 years old): Some Indians are doing
O.K. But some a.ce bad--all they want to do is drink.

(Male, 16 years old): Drinkir0 is bad though.
Here on the Strip it's quiet, but it's bad out on
the Point. Out there there's lots of drinkinl and
noise. There are bootleggers out there--and they
fight all the time.19

Last to 'be discussed, but by no means the only

remaining social problem growing out of the Passamaquoddy

"culture of poverty", are the hopelessness, low aspirations,

19This comment points to a phenomenon which became
increasingly apparent as I got to :;.now the members of the
Tribe better. There is some degree of vntipathy between
Indians living on the Strip and those at the Point. Numer-
ous allusions to this antipathy were conveyed to me, such
as differential treatment by the Indian affairs authorities
_favoring the Point, and "snobbishness" on the Strip.
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and low social mobility among the Ladians. 20
These are

best expressed by fhe Indians themselves,

Some Indians try to help themselves, but some
depend on State aid too mudh. Over half depend on
State aid too much.

. Indians should just receive aid in medicine.
The rest of the aid they're gettin' is too much.
When you give too much it just encourages the men to
sit home and not work.

White reactions to these phenomena seem to reflect

a feeling that Indians are simply lazy, drunken bums who

lack the determination and self-reliance that they define

as "good". For example, here is what eight different

white respondents said about Indians.

Indians have opportunities 7out no drive. Like
on a rank card, I'd give 'um a "D"--just passing.
They haven't got any initiative and they're big
drinkers.

(This respondent's .k,usband was connected with
the schools in Princeton.) Indians are very poor
students. They're very poor students because the
nuns teach them Catholic doctrine. They're not
prepared for high school. The Indians have never
had a chance. History hasn't been good to them.
Now they don't care.--Out there on the reservation
there are lots of fights. They don want to work.
There are shootings and stabbings and they're all
drunk half the time.

Whites are bothered because you can't count on
Indians to work or even show Up for work. Whites
have been frustrted and,- therefore, hire others
viho could be counted on . . . . Liquor seems to
keep Indians from working. Liquor seems to affect
Indians more than whites.

20-For example, poor housing, malnutrition,
illegitimacy, and a:number of others.could he added.
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Georgia-Pacific employs some Indians. The cora-panv goes out of its way to help them. But a lotcould help themselves more. Many don't even wantto help-themSelves.

The Indians are better off at Peter Dana Pointbecause of the 'shacky' homes. Some of them work andtry.to fix up their homes-. Others just throw up.a.few boards 'and put tar paper over it.-

Indians are very ignorant people; they're slow tolearn. They have no respect for anyone--they couldcare less. If they committed a crime, they could
care less; they'd do it again. There are fightsbetween Indians--cops go out to break it up and thecops beat up the Indians. Indians are hard to under.rstand.--Indians have been treated more than fairly by.whites. They don't have to work if they don't wantto; they get pensions, food and clothing from theState.

Some Indians are good--some are bad. Most don'tact too good. They've killed people in Eastport--fighting and drinking. It's the same here too. Ithink they may have burned my house; they steal too.
They ought to move the Indians away all together.All should go to Pleasant Point. Then they couldturn Peter Dana Point into.a nice beach or some-thing. I've heard that lots of people from out of_State don't like the appearance of their homes.
All of the aforementioned factors add up to dis-

tinguishing characteristics that make whites highly conscious
of Indians as undesirable. Whites made statements such
as "Indians are best off if they have their own place;" or,
they are people "whose ys are different than ours." On
the other hand, some Indians expressed insedurity about
contact with whites. For examples one Passamaquoddy boy
told me that "I don't like to leave the reservation; it's

crecw.in Princeton."

119
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While Indians would no doubt like to emulate the

perceived affluence of whites, 21 they are caught up in

loyaltiee to the Tribe, the maladiet_; of poverty, and out-
.

right cear of the white dominated world off the reservation.

The situation is well stated in the paragraph below.

But the most important cause of Indian unemploy-
ment is far more subtle and far more difficult to
understand. . . . it is the great human fear of the
unknown. The transition from life on the reservation
to life off i',E1 reservation is an enormously difficult
one for the Indian. The outside world--white man's
world--is filled with fearful situations which he is
afraid he will not be able to handle. Like all people
he is suspicious of that which he does not understand;
for the Indian this means everything off the reserva-
tion. Repeated failures in school and lack of success
in finding full time employment further increase hjs
feelings of inadequacy, his sense of defeat, and his
fear oE the outside world. The only way for the white
man to appreciate how an Indian feels is for us to
remember how we feel in a completely strange society.
How do we feel walking through the Neciro section of a
large city alone at night? This is the fearful az.-.mos-
pherc in which the Indian must find work or continue
hie education. It is best expressed in the words of
a very capable young _tan now working Jlor GeorGia-
Pacific. He told us that when he applied for a job
at the paper mill in Woodland he was 'scared to
death.2

On the.part of whites, social disteerIce (degree of

understanding and intimacy) between themseives and Indians

is quite rigidly set in the informal folkways of the Town.

Several white males indicated to mc that contact between

IndianS and whites from Princeton occurred mainly when a

few white boys "went out to the Point to get some squaws."

21Collectively the Indian sample ranked whit2s first
in perceived SES, and seconc:1 in preference for associati.on.

22Unitarian Universality Service Committee Report,
1966, p. 4.
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When asked: What do you think can be done to im-

prove white and Indian relations in this area?, one white

male, 30 to 40 years old, answered in this way.

(Laughing) Some of the boys around town go out
to improve relations now and then. You knowwith
the squaws.

On another occasion I was in the presence of a

white male, about thirty years old, from Prin eton who

did not know I was doing research. As we drove out the

road past the turn to Peter Dana Point, I asked if we

were headed in the right direction to reach our destination.

He turned to a second man from Princeton who was sitting in

the back seat and said while laughing, "We don't want to

go out to the Point to get us some squaws tonight, do we

Pete?" I-a response was "No.", with the joke well under-

sL.00d by all. In two other interviews of whites, "journeys

to the Point" by white Princeton males were mentioned.

For the Passamaquoddysl part, only once was any

.:71ch activity mentioned. While talking with one male (30

to 40 years old) during an interview, he interrupted an

overtly unrelated question I was asking with the words

"White score, right there", while pointing his hand back

over my shoulder. There stood one of the several blond

haired Indian children on the reservation.

Some whites are cautious about having (or seeming

to have) too intimate contact with Indians. One woman

from Princeton, when -....Ked how whites and Indians got along

in the area, responded:

1°1
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Most are friendly. I sometirdes meet them whiledown-street. A lot of them say 'Hi
You know they don't keep things like we do; materialthings don't amount to much.

Interviewer: Have you ever been out to the -eServation?

Respondent: No. I've hardly been out at all,

Interviewer:

Respondent:
why they sa:?
are with me.
know them,

Do you know any Indians?

No, I don't know any at all. I don't know'Hit.. It makes me feel odd when my friendsSometimes they say; 'Just how well do you?'

Another Princeton iale over sixty said,

Indians should have a place there bv themselves.A lot of 'um don't give a God Damn; a lot would rathersteal than work. Good whites lon't get mixed up withwum.

Still another Princeton man said that traditional

contact situations between Indians and whites had changed
and the changes were, from his point of view, bad.

A few years ago Indians only came in town onSaturday for groceries. Now a lot of 'um have cars.They're comin' in town all the time. Things werebetter when they stayed on the reservation Where theybelong.

A woman expressed the same sort of feelings.

The Indians should stay-out at the Township. It'sa good place for them. There are enough people in. Princeton without the Indians.. There are a few FrenchCanadians in Princeton--that's enough.

6. Social Distance and Park's
Race Relations Cycle

In the relations of races there is a cycle of
events which tends everywhere to repeat itself. . .The race relations cycle which t,ikes the fo:To, tostate it abstractly, of contacts, competition,
accommodation and eventual assimilation, is apparent-ly progressive and irreversible. Customs regulations,
immigratiei restrictions and racial barriers mayslacken the term() of the movement; may perhaps halt-



it altogether for a time; but cannot chang its
direction;. cannot at any rate, reverse it.

There is no doubt that American Indians, as a

112

racial-ethnic group, have not yet assimilated into American

culture. Peter Farb describes.the contemporary situation.

When today's remnants of Indian societies are
examined closely, it is seen how well some have
worked out a compromise with their White conquorors--
acculturation without assimilation. They use United
States currency and banks, speak English to Whites,
furnish their American-style homes with American
made goods, subscri7re to American magazines, own
television sets or radios that receive nrograms
pared by the dominant Vhite society. Tiley have
accepted almost all of the material aspects of White
American society. . . In the face of constant expo-
sure to outside influences they survived by developing
an antiassimilation attitude. Their small numbers
survived culturally because they rejected oppressive
parts of the White culture at the same time that they
accepted the unimportant parts.24

Passamaquoddy Indian'7 are not at the assimilation

stage of Park's race relations cycle. Although Park states

that the cycle is "irreversible", he does allow that it

may "halt altogether for a time." In my judgment, rela-

tions between Indians and whites in the area under considera-

tion are, and have for some time, been stalemated at the

accommodation stage. Accommodation, in this case, refers

to a situation dominated by the following factors:

1, . Clear-cut social distance exists in terms of

lowered preference for association on the

23
Robert E. Park, Race and Culture (Glencoe: The

Free Press, 1950), p. 155.
24
Peter Farb, p. 266; also see William A. Brophy

and Sophie D. Aberle, pp. 9-11.
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part of whites; informal restrictions on

contact between whites and Indians sanctioned

1,y social disapproval in the white community;

perception of Indians as low status and-

generally undesirable by whites. Indians, for

their part, show some appreheitsion over contact

with whitr-s in the white dominated situation off

the reservation. In other words, feelings of

considerable understanding and intimacy do not

characterize relations between the two groul,ss.

the other hand, economic competition--much

less open conflict--is virtually non-existent.

Overt hostilities between the Passamaquoddy

and the surrounding wh3te con'lunity endeel back

in the eighteenth century. Wh:i.tes do not even

seem to seriously regard Indians as competitors

in the economic system of the area; nor do

Indians generally envision competition with

whites. 25

A set of customs, attitudes, and institutions

have developeC, in both groups which perpetuate

segregaton and cultural identity of the two

groups in relatively stable equilibrium.

The accommodation situation is a product of four

primary factors: irstitutionalized isolation and separation.,
25French. Canadians being treated as a separate

group here.
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of the two groups as a result of the reservation system;

the long duration of a re]ative3y unchanged pattexn of

social distance and primary relations between the two

groupA; Passamaquoddy desires to retain their cultural

identity; and, Indians' hopes for an impending economic

and cultural revival of the Tribe based on the suit of

Massachusetts.

The first of these factors, the reservation system,

is an outgrowth of a treaty made in 1794. 26 Since one of

the requirements a Passamaquoddy must meet to receive

State (Indian) assistance is residenee on the reservation,

the economic motivation to stay is itself great. The

benefits or evils of the reservation -Tystem are not at

issue here. Th system io meraly recognized as one import-

ant r:Aement nhich tends to restrict assimilationfor

better or for worse. 27

The pattcrn of relations between Indians and whites

has remained largely unchanged for many, many years. And

most whites do not foresee any changes in the near future.

In response to the question "What do you think can be done

to improve white and Indian relations?", most whites said

they could not think of anything because "things don't

change much, and they've always been this way." For example,

26See Bill of Complaint: Passamaquoddy Tribe on Its
Behalf and on Behalf of Those Connected with Them Versus
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Suffolk Superior Court,
Attorneys John S. Bottomly and Son C. Gellers.

27For a discussion of termination of reservations,
see William A. Brophy and Sophie D. Aberle, pp, 179-213.
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The Indians have just nlways been on the Town-
ship. For r6.ght here it's the best idea. They're a
poorer class; they've been here for generations.

Indians should be treated as whites, but they'r
often down-graded--just like the Negroes are. . . .

tney should help themselves more. Here they take
State aid and don't work. It's always been that way
I think--it's too bad.

Indians and whites don't get along. They're in
.a rut.

Passamaquoddy desires to retain their cultural

identity e3re evident jr) the previous section on Indian

desires to remain on the Township. Comments such as th3.s

were common.

. Other people are always trying to get Indians
to move away from the reservation. We should stay
on the reservation.

To refrain from too much contact with whites is

one way the Tribes can protet themselves from the loss

of in-group ties, identity, and security.

Finally, the accommodation stage in Indian-white

relations has been petrified, in part, by Pass amaquoddy

hopes for a favorable outcome of their suit of Massachuzleti:s.

One could not help but feel, when talking to many indivils

on the Township, that dreams of a windfall in the Mass..?,--

chusetts courts are almost analogous to the revivalistirz

movements which characterized many American Indian eultlIr

in the late 1800's.
28 For examplc .ome Indians made

statements like the following:

28aee Peter Farb, y,p. 275-294..
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The future for Indians here looks crood--if we
win the land case. .Indians could start a mill to
employ all t'he Indians year round.

The future looks pretty good once we get the .

money from the .:;nd case. I don't know what they'll
do with it.

From many lassameddy's point of view, the just-

ness of their cause is w:thout doubt; and lack of doubt

alone makes success seem ever so certain. The confidence

that justice will be served in the foreseeable future may

be a factor contributing to a lack of initiative to organize

or participate in programs for improvement on the Township

by the Indians themselves;
29 and virtu:aly no attempts t-)

increase contact outside the Township. Numerous times

Indians said things like the following:

The future looks bad to me. Indians don't try
to help themselves out. They want people to help
them out. They don't want to help themselves. They
can't speak up for themselves. May be scared of
something--I don't know what.

(When asked "How are Indians doing today?", a 14 year
old girl said:) The usual--nothing. Most aren't
working--just the Governor John, and George Stevens.

7. Prospects for the Future

This research was carried out during a particulaiely

volatile.period in Indian Township. The relatively "stable

equilibrium" characterizing the accommodating relations
'Ow

29This refers to a general condition as I saw it.
In specific cases, such as the man who was running the 0E0
funded program for the Tribe, a good deal of initiative
was obvious.
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between Passamaquoddy and whites was beginning to show

some outward'signs of change. The focal point of these

manifestations was the dispute-over Georgia-Pacific Paper

Company's harvesting of trees on land of questionable

ownership (the Tribe or the Company) in Indian Township.

The company had been _leasing cutting rights from Maine on
Indian Township for a "stumpage fee". Above and beyond

the question of the State's right to lease alleged Tribal
lands, the dispute revolved around two issues: 1. misuse
of the land by Georgia-Pacific (i.e., cutting too close to
the road and similar poor conservation practices), and, 2.
failure to use Indian work crews on Indian land. From the
time I started collecting data in mid-June 1968 until the
time I left in mid-July of that year, action to be applied

against Georgia-Pacific and its French Canadian contracted
cutting crews was a frequent topic of conversation amongst

the Passamelquoddy.

The confrontation reached a head in the last days

of my stay. Indians staged sit-down strike in front of

machinery on the wood-cutting sites stopping work. This

led to speeded up negotiations with Georgia-Pacific. During
my last day on the reservation Tribal Governor John Stevens

told me that a tentative agreement had been reached 'with

which he was pleased. Wood-cutting was to be stopped on

disputed lands, a system for hiring, training, and equipping

Indian work crews to work on Indian land replacing the

:French Canadian ones was agreed upon.

....Frr,r7r.r.n.".7711.727777."."777,.
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The significance of the dispute for white-Indian

relations can best be summed up in the following conversa-

tion I recorded between two whites in Princeton's laundramat.

The speakers were a middle-aged woman dressed in shorts and

a sweat shirt, and a resident fishing guide in his mid-

fifties.

Woman: Well, what do you think about the up-risin'
they're havin' out at the Township?

Guide: You know they're cuttin' an awful lot of
land over there in the Township. It's a
shame. They're not supposed to cut to the
1ake, and they do. They not only take the
timber, but they ruin the land.

Woman: I don't blame 'um (the Indians). They don't
even leave thirty feet by the road. It's
all cleaned out.

Guide: The agreement was that they'd hire Indian
labor and only cut what was right. I don't
think the Indianswould have done nothin' if

- they'd cut it right.

Woman: They had what was to be cut marked, dida't
they?

Guide: Yes, but they cut it all. .

.Pacific,.they're out to cut
they can; then they'll pull

WoMan: Wellc I hope they don't pul

Guide: Those companies got too muc
state. There's nothin' can

That Georgia-
ind get all
out.

1 out too soon0

h power in this
be done.

similar sentiments

a combination .ecf

ans get.a. "fair

bn several other occasions I heard

expressed by whites that seemed to indicate

two factors. One is a desire that the Indi
. ,

break". The other is a feeling of oneness

a common 'enemy"--the Georgia-Pacific Paper

are very ambivalent about the Company. On

in the face of

Company. Whites

the one hand,
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they invariably (in every case) acknowledge that it is

the sole econbmic life-blood of the Princeton area, and

they fear it might close down. Ou the othe.c hand, whites

almost as often expressed resentment at the tremendous-

drain the Company put on the area's timber resources, and

the helplessness they felt to do anything about it.

For the Passamaquoddy's part, success in a venture

in which they actively participated will without doubt

initiate incentives and motivations which have lain dormant

for many years. Naine's Commissioner of Indian Affairs,

Edward C. Hinckley, once mentioned to me 'the vital process

of "morale building" to be done amongst this very poor seg-

ment of Maine's population for which he is responsible. It

seemed evident during the month of my research that the

barest beginnings of that process are under way in Indian

TowAship. The possibilities for lessened social distance--

greater understanding and intimacy--may be surfacing betwee'n

the white community of Princeton and the neighboring Passa-

maquoddy of Indian Township.

8. Concluding Remarks

This research was designed to explore social dis.t-

t.e=especifically, and, more generally, to describe atti-

tudes and behavior relating to racial-ethnic groups in

two racially and culturally differentiated communities in

Maine. With this in mind, it is necessary to re-emphasize

the dangers of generalizing the findings beyond the
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populations of Princeton and Indian Township. The reseal-ch,

of course, needs replication. Recognizing these two inter-

related factors, i.e., the danger of generalizing and the

desirability for replication, the brief remarks which

follow will attempt to point out the potential implications

and application of the findings and technique.

The Method

Investigation of social distance on three dimen-

sions has, I think, much to recommend it. The utility of

the social distance concept--a continuum which can be

segmented for more detailed analysis--was noted at the

outset in the statement of the problem. In addition to

these theoretical advantages, the measuring tools used in

this study proved to be direct and efficient. The average

interview tool: from 40 minutes to one hour to administer.

, Replication, on a much broader scale in other locale

employing a great number of additional cases-would n he

hampered by undue complexity or length of time requi

for each interview.

,The participant observation was tremendously im-

portant to elaboration of the more quantitative findings.

There is no way, of course, t.o expedite the process of

getting to know and understand the.situation one is in-

vestigating other than training and practice in painstaking

observation techniques. Careful, guided qualitative

description of a particular social situation was a goal of
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this study no less than quantitative measurement and

analysis of socia7. distance. From involvement with this

sort of research one is impressed with the desirability of

integrating quantitative and qualitative research techniques.

The Problem in Wide Perspective

Relative isolation is a significant aspect of the

Princeton-Indian Township area as a "laboratory" in which

to 'research atUtudes about racial-ethnic groups. Contacts

with most of the groups about which attitudes were asIced

:in the interviews were relatively infrequent and not very

intimate. This research situation proved significant'in

providing findings concerning the drift and institutional-

ization of cultural norms and values even when opportunities

for their direct application in behavior do not frequently

occur. In other words, the finding that Princeton's whites

tend to establish attitudinal social distance primarily on

the basis of racial (visible physical) di-ferences is not

at all unlike the findings of innumerable other studies

done in areas of the Unite& States in which racially

. distinct groups are in close proximity. 30

Generally, the most basic distinction made between

man and other animals (social or otherwise) is man's symbol

using capacity.
31

Symbols, being mentally constructed

representations, may be transmitted beyond the objective

30For example, see John Dollard, Caste and Class.

31
Seel for example Harry C. Dredemeir and Richard M.

Stephenson,pp. 1.,4101 pr, WeSton LaBarre,-The Human'Animal
Univ. of ChicagoPresS, 1954), pp.1-16-7-==63 and7-2.33766.

132
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facts or relationships they stand for anta make what they
represent sit:Inificant even in its objective absence. Race,
in the United States, is an important symbol. To re-state
C Eric Lincoln's observations: "In social relations in
the United States color is often read as a signal to denig-
rate, to discriminate, to segregate. It takes on the
characteristics of a cultural norm, so much so that a complex
of rewardsw punishments, and the strictest taboos have grown
up around it."

In contrast to this, Passamagruoddy Indian culture--
which the data tend to show exists quite apart from the
larger white American culture--does not (according to the
findings) include race as a significant symbol contributing
to social distance attitudes of preference for association.
While Passamaquoddies are no more geographically isolated.
than Princeton's whites, there are apparently additional
barriers to inclusion of the norms and values of the dominnt
culture by which they are surrounded. The Passai_aquoddy

are a cultural entity, the members of which have resisted
many of the most deep-rooted American values, i.e., the
Protestant Ethic and invidious racial distinctions.

Possibilities for Change

Logical questions as an outgrowth of this research
are: Wha:: might be done to change the Passamaquoddy poverty,
and what might be done to change the racially ascribed
basis upon which Princeton's whites formulate their social
distance attitudes? The findings may be interpreted az
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characteristic of national, societal problems which ulti-

mately must be attacked on a national, societal level. As

has been stated so very many times before, a national

commitment of resources and will is vital to a change in

the objective conditions of p6verty and the subjective

attitudes of racism in the United States. 32

Taking poverty first, my observations at Indian

Township confirmed all my expectations of a "culture of

poverty". Passamaquoddy are not only plagued by the physical

*- deprivations of unemployment and low standard.of

but they are victims of the. less tangible maladies (de-.

featism, lack of motivation, hopelessness) which grow out

of the "cultur- of poverty" described in the previous chap-

ter. These problems will require massive educational and

social assistance programs to make significant changes.

But realizing the economic context surroundina the Passe-

maquoddy (i.e., high unemployment and slow economic develop-

ment in Washington County--and in Maine) the changes of

great rapid improvement are slim indeed.

Race attitudes on the part of whites would be even

more difficult to change. Due to the lack of any significant

amo'Int of direct intergroup contact in Princeton, any change

in attitude would depend more upon transmission from the

-For example see Kenneth B. Clark's statement
quoted in the Report of the National Advisory Commission on

l Disorders (New York: Bantam Books, 1968), p. 29, in
which he says, "I must again in candor say to you members of
this Commission--,it is a kind of Alice in Wonderland--with
the same moving picture re-shown aye::: and over again, the
same ane.lysis, the same recommendations, and the same inaction.'

134
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more urban core culture of which they are the geographic

and attitudinal fringe. Therefore, the basis for social

distance attitudes in Princeton would post likely change

-only after changes had taken place throughout the more

centrally located and iniluential cultural opinion centers
of the country. Such central changes might be hastened in

their effect on Princeton's population as they make them-

selves felt in the mass media. The mechanisms or possi-

bilities for such massive attitude changes are crucial to

justice and peace of mind in an Anerican society which

embodies a creed of equality. Although suggested by it,

such macro-sociological issues go far beyond the scope of

'discussioa in this study.
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,APPENDIX I

Background Variab..L.es of the Two Samples

1. sex
2, age
3. occupation (head of household)
4. income (total family)
5. education

B. Preference .for Association: The Range and Mean.
Scores for Each Sample

C. PreferencQ for Association:- -Matrix Of Scores for
Each Sample

1. Indian

2. white

Percent Of Total Frequency of Cozitact Respondents
in Each Sample. RePorted wi:th Other.Groups in
.Each Contact Situation

1. Indian

white

E. Responses of Dcin't Know Persoll±111y_ t-D Interview_
Questions Five through E4.qht

F. Tile Geographic Distribution of the Interviews

1. Princettln and the. "Strip"

2. Peter Dana.Point



TABLE A .

Background Variables
..of the Two Samples

SEX

White Indian

Male_ . 9 _14
Female 16 11

. total 25 25

AGE

1-5-and under 0 4
16-20 3
21-30 7 2.
30-40 4. 7
-4060 6 4
60 and over 5 .. 3
total .25 - .25

OCCUPATION (Head of Household)

Georgia-iiacific 12 2
Quoddy Mill 0 0
Reservation 0 11
Other 13 12
total 25 25

INCOME (Total family)*

07499
500-999

2
1

1000.,-1999 2 5
20002999 0 2
3000-4999 5 6
5000-6999 10 3
7000-9999 4 1

10000 and over 3 0
Unlmown.
-%total

0
25 25

. 131

*"During 1965, the average gross wage in the manufacturing
- economyofWashington Countywas reportedAT the Census
1044I.he.j.latiufactl.irers at4,407,' H("Manpower ResourCes

Washitigton:CoUntyMaine Naine Emp1.0yMent-Security
l.O6Eg 4,)
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EDUCATION

'kears

1-4
5-7
.8

-9-11
12
13
14
15
16

'More

of

than

school

17

White Indian

5
9.

8
2
-0

- 0
0
0
0

completed

2
1
2
a
7
2
.0

1
1
1

25 25

143
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TABLE B

-Preference for Association:

The Range and ean

Sample

WHITE

Scores for Each

'INDIAN

ELP1122. Mean GrouR Range Mean.

American 1 Indian 1-3 1,28
French-Canadian .1-3 1.32. American 1.60
Jews 1-5 1.96 Negro 1-5 2c58
Indian. 1-4 2.00 French-Canadian 1-5 2.87
Oriental 1-5 2.16 Oriental 3.00
*Negro A-5 2..20 Jews 3.29

1. Which of these groups would vou marry into or
aprove of your children marrying into?

2. From which of the groups -vould you be willing
to have a close friend?

3. Who would you have as a next door neighbor?

4. Which groups would you work with at your job?

5. Are there any groups you would only speak to
when necessary?

6. Which would you only allow as visitors to your
country?

7. Which groups would you not allow in your
country?



TABIA.: C-1

Preference for Association
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3r:

1.28 1.60
Ind Am

INDIAN
2.58
Neg.

2.87 3.00
PC Orien

3.29
Jew

D=.32 D=1.30 )=-1.59 1)=.1.72 D=2.01
Ind t=1.33 t=4.37 t=4.24 t=4.48 t=5.40.

. .NS

.....,.0..
D= :798 ---D=1.27 D=1.40 D=1.69

Am t=3.08 t=3.25 t=3.50 t=4.34

D= .29'D= .42 D=-.7T
Neg. t= .68 t= .96 t=1.66

NS NS NS

Orion.

Jew

Va.

*/

D= .13 -D=
t=.26_ t=..87
NS NS

D= .29
t= 59
NS

IM..aa .114e. Yo.o... *way a, ...L.,1* moa........... .a..... ....Iwa.., *a ..
. .

.

D = Difference of Means

t = t score'

Significance level

.01 for P 2 tailed
test = t of 2.69 or
greater
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PC

JOWS

Xnd

Orien

Neg
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TABLB C-2

--Preference for Association

Ye WHITE
1.00 1.32 1.96 2.00 2.16 2.20Am PC Jews Ind Oxien NecIrc=-.32 D= .96 b.1.00 D=1.16 D=1.2

15
0t=2.92 1-7.4.18 t=5.3.0 t=4.51 t=5.15

INel..0,,...

41/....

D= .64 D= .68 D= .84 D= .88
t=2.51 t=3.03 t=3.01 t=3.43
,NS

D= .04 D:= 620 D= .24
t=.133 t=.581 t=.736
NS Ps NS

D= d16 D= 620

S

604
t=.115
Ps

D =Difference 'of means

:t =t score:
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Significance ievei

.01 for a 2 tailed

test - t .45f 2.69 or
greate'r"

11.
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TABLE D-1

Per(:ent of Total Contact Respondents in the Indian
Sample.Reported with Other Groups in Each:

ContE:ct Situation

TOTAL VREQUENCY % OF THE TOTAL IN EACH SITUATION
. OF CONTACT Work. School. Neighbors Narriaqe

Ameriean 35 27.8 41.7 2.8 27.8
.French Canadian 20 45.0 25.0 10.0 .20.0 '

_

Negro 11 72.7 27.3 0.0 .0.0
Jews 6 66.7 33,3 0.0 0.0.

Orientals 2 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0

TABLE

Percent of 'Total Contact Respondents n the White
Sample Reported with Other Groups in Each

Contact Situation

TOTAL FREOUENCY % OF THE'TOTAL IN EACH SITUATIONGROUP OF CONTACT Work School Nciebors parr,iaRE

Indians 34 47.1 2.9 8.8
,

,.41.2
French Canadians 26 69.2 15.4 7.7 7,7
Negroes 3 33.3 0.0 0.0
Jews 1

.66.7
-.100.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0

Orientals 1 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Note: In general, as the contact situation becomes more
intimate, the percent of total contact with a
particular group decreases. The most significant
exception is Indian contact with white Americans,
i.e., whileonly 2.8% of the total contacts reported
were as neighbors, 27.8% of the total contacts were
through marriage in the family.
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TP,BLE E

Responses of Don't Know Personally to..Interview Questions Five Through
. ight "How would you describe ?"

No of
-,19b ofGroup

Responses Grout%
ResponsesIndians 0 Whites

1
French Canadians .5 Fr6nch Canadians 6
Negroes

.11.1. Negroes
4Jews 14 Jews

. 16

!".

14 8
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3..43_

Pp._ssamacruoddy Alcohol Consumption

The fo.11owing two paragraphs are a part of a report

of tbe 1966 Unitar-ian Universalist Service ComMittee summer

work project at peter Dana.Point. They are included, be-

cause, in light of my observations while at Peter Dana Point,

they accurately explain the situation with regard to alcohol

consumption and probably come very close to hypothesizing in-

sightfully why many Passamaquoddy tend to drink in excess.

Having met and talked with a numbex ol" the people who have

wor,yzed on the UUSC prolect at Peta=1Dan- Point over the past

three or four.yea=s, I am assured of tbeir professional

qualifications and expert judgment in --Eucll matters.

The problem-:of alcoholism is enormously compli-
cated. All the many factors which contribute to
alcoholism anywhere are present here, but some take
on a unique character or have special significance.
For one thing, geographic location leaves very little
else to do. Although the reservation is isolated,
there is little individual privacy. Each person's
home is only a few yards from his neighbor's. Also
most of the homes have far more people than they can
accommodate comfortably. This may include three
generations. Finally there is no concept of privacy;
for instance, no one is ever excluded from anywhere,
so there is no way to escape the many prying eyes
.except.to drink yourself into oblivion.

Excessive indulgence is fostered by unemployment
with its attendant boredom and frustrations. In this
atmosphere of indolence there is little predisposition
for young people or adults to use their time construe-
tively. Lack of self-esteem and metivation for improve-
ment are also important causes. In a society where
people consider themselves to be second class citizens--
'We're just Indians anyway,--there is a predisposition
to excesses, especially alcohol. More important is the
fact that the Indian suffers from a lack-of self-
realization both individually and collectively. There
is nothing in particular that he does well either.by
himself or as a group. He, therefore, feels inferior,
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lacks self-confidence and has no way of gaining a s.:--riseof accomplishment: The above-conditions lead to a
defeatist attitude which is a reco.gnized cause.of al-
coholism. And so the Indian with no sense of accomplish-
aent in the past, no opportunity for recourse in the
present, and no hope for the future finds a 100-proof
solution in the bottle.*

*
Unitarian Universalist Service' ComMi'Ltee:75.11e-oz]rt,

Walter Moulton, leader of the UUSC summer work p==jeq,"7:t
pet2ear Ilana. Point,. Indian Township, Maine, 1966, a,
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The Narqinal M.71,n

-

Robert E. Parh made note, in numerous places in his

writings, of what he called the marginal man.- The marginal

man, he said, "is an incidental product cr_fa rroce:ss of

acculturation, such as inevitably ensues when peopae of

.different.cultures and different races come touetirer to'

carry on a common life." He further elaborat,:.1 on such

individuals:'

It is characteristic of marginal typed that they
are able to look with a ce-r-tain degree oi: 2ritical
detachment upon the diverse wol-lds of thej. parents.
At the same time they are likely to feel 1.hemselves
not quite at home in either.*

Ordinarily, the marginal man is a mi_:':.9 blood,
like the Mulatto in the United States or t

he Eurasian
in Asia:, but that is apparently 1::ecause tlic,! man of
mixed blood is one who lives in two worldp( in both
of which he is.more or less a stranger. ,j le Christian
convert in Asia or in Africa exhibits many, if not
most of the characteristics of the margin0 Illn--
the same spiritual instability, intensific, self-
consciousness, restlessness, and malaise.

It is in the mind of the marvinal man i_hat the
moral turmoil which new cultul-al contacts occasion
manifests itself in the most obvious fol-IAF:e It is
in the mind of the marginal man--where the changes
and fusions of culture are going on--that qe can
best study the process of civilization and Progr.ess***

While doing field research for this studY two res-

pondents in the Indian sample turned up to flt very well

Park's characterization of the marginal man. Whe following

Robert E. Park, Race and Cultuxe,(GleOcoe.
The Free Press, 1950), p. 111.

**
Robert E. Park, "Human Migration and :3-1e 14argina3.

Man," in Robert E. Park on Social Control and r:ollective
Behavigr, selected papers edited by Ra)pb h 71-12nor,
(Chicago: Phoenix Books, 1967), p. 206.
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i?Eiragraphs extracted frc field not:es I took imuledi-:-
Lc!ly after one Df the interviews.

.

Background variables: female, 30-40 years old, 8
Fears of school, her husband works on the reservation with
an.income between $3,000 and $4,999 per year,. ,This wonan is
both physically ,and socially mid-way between Indian and white.,
arid, therefore, suffers the estrangement of both groups. She
is quite literally a woman without a group. .Even where she
lives.reflects har position, i.e., at .the very end of:the point
slightly Isolated from the rest of the.homes..

-Fier husband is French Canadian; sheis partHIndian,
Her. husband- "woritsLeverv dily_ in. the woods" slie told' me,,imply-
ing that- this fact, made him somewhat different from her neigh-
bors' husband's. There are seven children in the family; a
family which lives on an average of ninety dollars .weekly
with no other assistance. Because she is married to a French
Canadian-she is not eligible for-the various -aids given to
4c)ther Indians. "Ily milk bill is seventeen dollar, every.two
weeks and71. have_ $.600. dua in dector's. bills:"

.She said,
can't.understand-why'thes.eIndiW3 dOn't

15-kerr_ench,Canadi:anS4:butthey jUst_don t .MY:hiasband
worrkS-.With two of-them on...the ToWnship and theY give him
az.. very hard- time. They_ cut. pulp, and while they!re workin,j
they tell hilt he oUght tp get Outthat he doesn't belong
herethat 4:11,ey, doWt like hiM being around.. The Woodland Dill
has agreed to put up money so he can buy a timber:dack and



work for them. . . We'd like to move away, but we cionl:

know wbcre he could get workand with_a large family.

;1er observations, in light of her social situation,

were vc.wy'revealimg. They include statements like the

Of course, I'm already married to a French
CanLlian; but I think my children are better off if
they marry someone else than Indians.

Oilce, while I:was in a restaurant in Calai; a
bunch of whites knew I was I2;adian and started calling
me wtmes. Things are better here in Princeton, but
you know Indians hurt easily. That's just how they
a2;(2--they don't like to be called names.-

II?dians don't get treated very well around here.
That',s probably why 'th.ey're mean to other paople.
Indirins_are always Called names like -Ipigs', and-

_
1crov.y1, and othet things.

You know these Indians hate whites. They're _always
talking about them. (She refused to elaborate.)

146

The other,respondent was the first's sister. She

was -30-d0 years old, had -8 years of school her husband is a

construction .worker who earns over $7,000 per year. She too

ii.ved at the end of the Point, slightly separated from the

other. c3,ustered :homes. Her uniqUe,, ambivalent situation was

highligh ted when she was asked about the future for Indians in .

:r I -:".do-n 't -know as 2a-igroup I've

got -.a igood .7f-qt.ure. .I:married :a Jwhite man.. 'He:works steady.

goes ;There there's.work and he always takes me with him."

jn-contrast, when asked.whether.Indians should stay

orCthe',Triwnship, she replied: -"Yes. Indians should alWays

stay tother. on the Township."
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In spite of this, at several times during the Intel-
view she emphasized hex special situation saying, "I don't
get no tielp from these Indians."

Yet, when asked if she might be moving off the
reservation, she said that she and her husband had a nice
home where they were and she'd jus

knew the people well.

as soon stay where she

Marginality, as I see it, is as much a particular
. Set of values, attitudes, and world view by the marginal man
aS it is a Set of objectiVe Characteristics such ft.T. physical

18o1ation, a bi-Lracial background, or a bi-racial conjugal
family. The values, attitudes, and woreld-views pxojected by
these two respondents--to a large degree in elusive, highly
ephemeral wayswere quite unlike any others I carreacross in
either the Indian or white populations.



APPENDIX IV

The Research Instruments

1. IntervieW Schediale and .In'terview Observation
. Schedule

a. white

b. Indian

2. Contact Observation Schedule
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LOCATION

e

WHITE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

DATE

TINE
mg,*
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"Hello, my name is
. I'm helping to conduct a poll

in this area to see what people like yourself think.about different groups of
,

people. I wonder if you'd be willing to answer a few questions for me? You

need- not give me your name, and any questions you feelyou don't want to

'answer you certainly don't have to."

-

12efUsal prior to this interview



perceived S}:"..ti

INTERVIEWER_ "I'm going Co epread in front of you six cards with the name

of a group on each. Please Put the cards in the order which you think best

represents.how yell off each group is.

"In other words, the group of people which you think has the most

money.and influence will be on top. The others will follow in order. It

is your opinion that matters: There is no RIGHT or WRONG order."

Americans

French Canadians

Indians

Jews

Negroes

Orientals (Japanese and Chinese)

Interviewer Instructions

Note above the order in which the respondent places the cards.

If the respondent is having trouble reading the cards, help him by

reading the cards to him -- emphasize that he should put them in or-

der according to the criteria above.

Be sure the cards are shuffled randomly before you spread them
-

.before the re:;pondent!

Note any relevant observations or coMments made during this portion pf the

interview belOW:.
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Attitude:7
of Preference

151

InterViewer:
0.'The next:few questiona are tb aee

various groups in America.

how people feel about

going to give you another ear4 With the names of aix
-.

groups On it., I"ll then ask you some questions about the groups.

personal opinions are important."

:Note: Be sure to take the top card in your pile to be given -to the

reapondent.

Place the card you used for this interview on the bottom of the

pile,



AIERICANS
W,S, WHITE

1 2 3
Marry? 'Close !Next door

1

-- Friend? 'Neighbor-
!

1

FRENCH

CANADIANS

-

INDIANS

(AMERICAN).

4
Work
with?

5 6 7
Only Only : Not

Speak to?: Visitors?
I Allow

i
! in.

1 CPuntry-

152

5
i 6 7

,

JOIE

NEGROES-

XaENTALS
(JAPANESE &
CHINESE)

-1-
Hand the responden1- one of the cards.with the names of the six groups on it.'Ask him Che following questions:

I) Which of these groups would you marry into or approve of your childrenmarrying into? (if there are literacy prOlems) help by asking thecit'.estion with regard 16 eich group in the order they appear on the card.)
From which of the groups would you be willing to have a close friend?

.3)- Who-wouldyoU haVe as 4 new, ;.acy;:. iteigltbor?

4)- Which groups wahld-yon Work with at your work?

UI Are _there any groieps-yau would- only speak to .when necessary?
7 :6).7.. Which wouleyau only-erloW es visitors tO your Pountryl

-

7) :-Which groups would you not allow in your countryI

-Cheek the bakes of th scale according to the-respondent's replies toeach ques tlon.
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Contact

Fl

(1) Do you or your husband (wife). work with members of any group of people

other than your own? YeS

Groups: I._

2. 4,

(2) Do your children go to. school with members of any other groups?.

Groups: 1. . ( ) 3. ( ) Yes

( ) 4. i\To

Ii

(3) Axe all of your neighbors white Athericans.

Grotips: 1. _ 3.

2. 4.

"Yes

(4) Has there been any inter-marriage, between members of your family and

members of other groups?

Groups: 1. 3. No

YeS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS_

T. Ask respondent question.
2. If answer is No, go on to the bext queStion.

If answer is Yes:
3. Ask respondent: "Which groups?" -,- List them in the order

given in the spaces provided.
4, Finally ask: "How do you get along with X group (or individuals)

at work?", for exemple.
Get respondent to answer in terms
_1. Get along favorably
2. Get along "ao-a0", or "not
3. Gat along poorly

Code the response in the parenthese

good7.7noti.bad"

proVdied.



Stereotyping

(5) How would you describe Indians in generl? In other words,-

what are "they.like? (Don't know persOnally)

(6). How would.you describe French Canadians?
(Don't:know.personally)

(7) What are Negroes like in general . How would you describe them?
(Don't know personally)
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(8) Do you know.any Jewish.people? What are they like? Do you thin

most are like that? (Don't kn-w personally)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS

The key here is to probe in depth. Try to get from respondent
the pixture he has of the three groups above. Follow up questions to
be used when appropriate in probir%_ include:

"Do you think they are like that just around here or all over?"

"Even though you don't know any. , what do you know from



Sail Image

(9)

3.55

how do you thiuk whi:tes have bn treated around hero in the past by Indians?

(Nake-note .of and pursue any-particular'incidents)

(9a) How do you think your group reacted to.and bas handled

or indifferent) situation?

(10) How do you think whites are doing in this area today?

(11) What do you think about the future for whites.in this

good or bad? Why do you think this way?

this good, bad,-

:-:rea? Is it



General policy opinion

(12) 'DO you Chink Indians should remain together in a Township?

'Ybs.

No

(12a) Why shoUld or shouldn't)' they stay in the Twonshi4)?
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.(12b) How do yOu-think whites in gerleral have,cre7aCed itha. Indians? How are the

Indie:ns being treated by' whites today?

(13) 'Do you Chink Indians should receive more government aid in education,

JlealCh, job training and so on? Yes.

No

Elaboration i given spontaneously.



t.

(14) Do you think white people should receive this kind of aid in education,

,health, job training nad so on? Yes.

Elaboration if given sponrously.

(15) Mat do Tiziu think.cau be done to improve white and Indian relations

-in this a:nee? (Probe)

IMINTERVIEWER.INSTRUCTIQNS:: DO not .askspecifiCally for elaboratien-on

:1;:iqestions (in and (13), but' if the respondent offers elaboration

ti .spontapeously note the discussion. lise the blank sh et'at the

back of the interview schedule if necessary.

168'
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Biographical Data

(16) Occupation (LE housewife, buSbr.lad's occupation).

(17) How many peáTle in your family- .are now living in your hour.el

(13) Religion.

--4/1 q vd=catipn rr-r -, es - grade p.1.d.

(20) Income.

"I am going to give you a card with incomes on it. Please

point to the letter which comas

this year."

a. 0-499 dollars

b. 500-999 dollars

c. 1000-1999 dolJars

d. 2000-3999 dollars

e. 3000-4999 dollars

f. 5000-6999 dollars

g. 7000-9999 dollars

h. 10,000 dollars or over.

(20a) Ascertain who contributes to family income and amount each individual

contributes.

closest to your family's total income

LII

(21) Age (interviewer's estimate)

15 pr gpder,

16.720'

21-30H

30-40

40-60

over 60
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on blank pages if necessary.)



r
dditiona: leilts (General c=mditions)

0.Z.Sal`tv.VATION SCHEOULE

approximate r of rooms

Undetermined

Rtlf2;3 7=.". floors

Bott-z------7-Le.witha books

Phh
Refrfigerator (electric.

Icebox

Wood s3toye

Modern stove

Wood heat

Modern heat

Religilillus artifacts: Typ'.:-

U.

Aly/

"-...'heck the. appropria e spaces immedia. ,-.-!Tirf you have

..,spondent following the interview. If

the respondent' lr7/e., explain the

170

rview was not

s ituation
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LOCATI6N

INDIAN INTERVIEW SCH13:DULE

DATE,

TIM

'"Hello, my .name is

160

I m a graduate student at
the University of New Nampshire working on a thesis for my Master's degree.
The study is aboutwhat people like yourself think about different groups of
people. I wonder if you'd be willing help by answering a few questions
for mb? You need not give me your name, and any questions you feel you
don't wang; to answer you certainly don't have to."

Refusals prir to this interview

17 1



4%4
-

perceived SES

INTERVIEWER "I'm going to 6pread in front of you six cards with the name

of a group on each. Please Put the cards in the order which you think best

represents hdw well off each group is.

"In other words, the group of people which you think has the most

inoney and influence willbe on tOp. The others will follow in order. It

is your opinion that. matters. There is 'no RIGHT or' WRONG order"

Aidericans

French Canadians

- Indians

-_ Jews

Negroes

Orientals. (Japanese and Chinese)

Interviewer Instructions

Note above the order in which the respondent places the cards.

If the respondent Is having trouble reading the cards, belp him by

ii

EL

fea-cling ehe ea-rds eo him -- emphasize that-he should put them in or---

der according :to .the criteria abOve.

Ife slire the eardsfare7 shuffled randoMly before you spread

Aielcire ehe respo-ndent!

1 interView belOW.

them

Hole ..anY relevant observations or comments made during this pOrtion of. the .

161
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Attitudes of Preference

Interviewer! "The next few questions are to see how people feel about

various groups in America.

"I'm going to give you another card with the names of six

groups on it. I'll then ask you some questions about the groups.

Your personal opinions are important."

Note: Be sure to take the top card in your pile to be given to the

respondent.

'Place the card you used for this interview on the bottom of the

pile.
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Marry?

e 1

Close
.

Friend?

2

1 Nvpt door
1

!Neighbor
'

1 ..

I

1.------

3

Work
with?

4

Only . Only
Speak to? Visitors?

.

5
.

6
;

:Not ;

Allow
;

1

Country
!

.

;

7 ,

I

ANERICANS
(U.S. WHITE)

i

1

1

i

.
1

!

I

i

.

,
.

i

1

1

f

FRENCH
CANADIANS

I

i

i

1

-i
:

1

1

1

!
.

.

.

,

!
;

. i

1

.

-

INDIANS
(AMERICAN)

1

.

.

.

.

.

ITEWS
E
i

.

.

,

1

:

IIEGRCES

1

i
:

.

ORIENTALS
I(JAPANESE &

CHINESE) ;

;

,

Hand the respondent one of the cards with the names of the six groups on it.
Ask him the following qUestions:

1) Which of these groups woulJ. you marry into or approve of your children
marrying into? (If there are literacy problems, help by asking the
question with regard to each group in the order they appear on the card.)

2) From which of the groups would you be willing to have a close friend?

3) Who would you have as a next door neighbor?

4) Which groups would you work' with at your work?

5) Are there any groups you would only speak to when necessary?

6) Which would you-only allow as visitors to your country? .

7) Which groups would you not allow in your country?

Check the boxes of the scale according to the respondent's replies to
each question.
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Contact

(1) Do you or your husbend..(wife) work with members of any group of people other

than American Indians'i Yes

Grotips: 1. ( ) 3.
( ) No

2. 4. ( )
(2)' Do your children go to school with members of any other groups?

.Groups:. ( ) : S. ( ) Yes

. ( ) .4. ( ) No

(3) Are all of your neighbors. Indians?-
_ Yes

GrouPs: I. ( 0) 3.
_

No

2, ( ) 4. ( )

.. (4) Has there been any intr-Marriege between members of your family and

members of 6ther groups?

-Groups: 1. ( ) . 3. ,.) No

2. ( ) 4.

Yes

* * .* * * * * * *- *. * *. -* *-

INTERVIEWER INTRUCTIONS

1. Ask respondent question.
2. If answer is No, go on to the next -question.

If answer is Yes:
3. Ask respondent: "Which groups?" List them in the order

given in the spaces provided.
4 Finally ask: "How do you got along with X group (or individuals)

at work?", for example.
_ Get respondent to answer in terms of:

1. Get along favorably
2. Get along "so-so", or "not good -- not bad"
-3. Get along poorly_

Code the response in the parentheses provided.

5.



Stereotyping

(5) liow-woaId you descri e white.Americans in general? In other words;

what are_ they like? Don't kuow personally)

(5).How would you describe French Canadians?

-(Don't know personally)

(7),What are Negroes like in generan. How would you describe them?
(Don't; know persenally)

(8) Do -you know any Jewish people? WI;at are they like? Do ybu think

most are like that? (Don't know personally)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS

The key here is to probe in depth. Try:te getifrom the respondent
the picture he has of'the three groups aboVc.. Follow up questions to
be used when appropriate in probing inclUde:.

"Do you .think they are like thatjOst atoUnd herd br all over?"

"Even though you don't know any what do you know from

what you've read or heard about theM?"

6.
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11 -Self Image

(9) How do you think Indians have been treated around here in the past?

(Make note of and pursue any particular incidents)

T44!,

11

166

(9a ) How do you think your group reacted to-and has handled this (good, bad,

or indifferent) situation?

(10) How do you think Indians are doing in this arca today?

(11) What do you think about the future for Indians in this alea? Is it

good or bad? Why do you think this way.

7.



General policy opinion

(12) Do you think Indians 'should remain together in Township?

Yes

No

(12a) Why should ( or shouldn't) they staY in the Township?

(13) Deyou think Indians should receive More government aid in education,

health, job training and so on? Yes

Elaboration if given spontaneiously.

17 8

No
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(14) Do you Chink white people should reC,Ave this Rind of aid in education,

Yes

No

. health, job training and so on?

Elaboration if giVen spontaneously.

(15) What do you think can be done .to improve white.and Indian relations

in this area? (Probe

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS: Do not ask specifically for elaboration on

questions (12) and (13), but if the respondent offers elaboration

spontaneously note the discussion. Use the blank sheet at the

back of the interview schedule if necessary.

9.
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1

Bicgaphical Data

1

(16) .Occupation (if hdusewife, husband's occupation).

'/

1

(17) Ror many people in your family are now living in your house? __
1

(18) Religion.

(19) Education: Bighest grade completed. ---

I(20) Income.

"I am going to give you a card with incomes on t. Please

I_ point to the leiter which comes closest to your family's total income

this year."

a.. 0-499 dollars

500-999 dollars,

c. 1000-1999 dollars

d. 2000-3999 dollars

. e. 3000-49 9 dollars

-f. 5000-6999 dollars

_g. '7000-9999 dollars

10,000 dollars or over.

(20a) Ascertain who contributes to family income and amount each Individual

contributes..

(21)

II

(22)

Age (interviewer's estimate)

15 or upder ( 30-40 ( )

16-20 40-60 ( )
21.30 over 60 (

Sex. Male Femala

(23) Illiterate. : Comments.

10.

(Continua on blank pagea if" necessary.)
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Ij

Ii

Yes

OBSERVATION SCREDULE

House -- approximate number of rooms

,No Undetermined

Telephone

T.V.

Radio

Rugs on floors

Bookcase.with books

PhonograPh

Refriserator. (electric)

Icebox

Wood stove

Modern stove

Wood heat 7

Viodern heat

Religious artifts: Type

11L Additional comments: (General conditions)

INSTRUCTIONS Check the appropriate spaces immediately after you have

left the respondent following the interview. If the interview was not

conducted in the respondent's home, explain the interview aituation

in Che space above.

11. 181
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Date

Place

Address

.

Contact Observation Schedule

Timp: From to
Initials-

..44.

1 7 3-

,....../a/....

What was the occasion? (e.g., Was it a meeting?. A social contact? A contact.with a storekeeper? Or, what?)

Who were the Indian participants?
No.

Name

II

I.

Name
-

Name

Draw line to each participant--
any word applies tot

friendly
amused.Role
retiring.
nervousRole
indifferent
joking-Role
condescending
sarcastic
disapproving
reservectRole
helpful
uncomfortableRole
understanding

Who were the white participants?

Name

Name

Name
Role

What happened? (Use back of sheet if necessary)
ApprolUmate time

How did.you feel in.tha.situetion? (check words thatamused uncomforteble Why?"Alervous ang-cy
friendly other
annoyed
indifferent 1.

-

on edge
angry
irritable
distressed
hurt
annoyed"
quarrelsome

apply)

182
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AttrShutt.:

Eumber pertic:pmlts listd on the first page in the margin on the left.
Place the\participants number beside thz, adjeeives describing him.

Dress.

exocnsive, well-groomed
averaPe
,sha.q)y, inexpensive

What stands oLt especially in your mind?

172

'Seech and social Graces
_ _ very refined

average
unrefined
difficulty incommuni-
eating an:1 understanding
English.

What seemed most awkward or unusual anything)?

J1 What stands out most in your impressions of the individuals involved?

Remember the following:

1 ,
TRY TO GET DOWN DIRECT QUOTATIONS WITH TONE IN WHICH THEY WERE SAID e.g.,

"patronizingly, authorltatively, condescendingly, angrily, etc."

A FEW RELEVANT DETAILS ARE WORTH A CARLOAD OF GEVERAL IMPRESSIOW-

2.
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